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From the Director

IIT Hyderabad – In Exploratory Mode, Always

IIt hyderabad has a vibrant research and 
development ambiance and an innovative academic 
ecosystem. Most faculty have sponsored research 
projects and are publishing vigorously in international 
as well as national fora. the fact that the faculty 
have over 70 sponsored research and consultancy 
projects with a sanctioned amount of rs 60 crs, 
and interactions with nearly 20 industries is itself a 
testimony to the vibrant research culture at IIth. 

there are several centers to promote and accelerate 
research. some of these are center for nano-X, 
center for cyber Physical systems, center for 
X-Materials and center for high Performance 
computing. one of the biggest strengths is multi-
disciplinarity – there are several areas where faculty 
from more than one area come together to work 
on problems, e.g., computer and communication 
networks, drug delivery systems, multi-scale science, 
sustainable development, to name a few. there is a 
major multi-institutional research project as part of 
the IIth-Japan collaboration – dIsanet: Information 
network for natural disaster Mitigation and recovery. 

Innovations at IIth are all-pervasive, be it 
fundamental research or academics. a couple of 

hall, faculty and staff housing. the next phase of 
activity has started and we hope to create buildings 
for all the remaining departments, and various other 
building so that IIth will be able to house 6000 
students by 2017.  

IIth has very active collaboration and this is on 
all fronts – research, academics and infrastructure 
development. this is a unique collaboration which 
will help propel IIth to be among the best in the 
world. there are plans to have active research 
collaboration in several areas – like nano-science and 
nano-technology, energy and environment, next-
generation communication technologies, sustainable 
development, and design and manufacturing. at 
the infrastructure level, besides several academic 
buildings, Japanese architects are designing iconic 
structure to reflect the friendship between Japan and 
IIt hyderabad. these buildings are the Knowledge 
center (library), technology Incubation and research 
Park, convention Village, guest house and sports and 
cultural complex.  

IIth has launched its technology business incubator 
and two companies have started functioning in the 
incubator. 

IIth has Mous and active collaboration with eight 
leading us universities and four leading Japanese 
universities. IIth has had several visiting faculty from 
usa, france, and canada who taught fractional credit 
courses.

IIth is profoundly thankful to Mhrd for providing all 
the support in IIth’s quest for excellence and world 
eminence. 

IIth is extremely thankful to ordnance factory, 
Medak for providing a beautiful campus while in 
transition, and the necessary infrastructure to 
accommodate the students, faculty, and some state-
of-the-art research laboratories.  

IIth is creating a unique holistic educational 
ecosystem that will foster cutting-edge research, 
learning and entrepreneurship. It is providing an 
environment wherein students and faculty are not 
afraid to experiment and celebrate their imagination. 

Prof ub desai

years back we started the novel concept of fractional 
credit courses – this was utilized to launch the 
b.tech. Minor in entrepreneurship taught exclusively 
by people from industry. this august, we take 
another leap, perhaps a leap into the unknown, by 
starting for the first time, what we refer to as the 
‘fractal academic Program in electrical engineering’. 
by 2014, we plan to have fractal academics in all 
departments. More on this on the IIth webpage.  

IIth has a dynamic faculty in all disciplines; in august 
2013 it stands at 115. In august 2013, IIth will have 
nearly 1350 students in 12 academic departments. of 
1350, there will be approximately 260 Phd students, 
290 M.tech. and M.Phil. students, 100 M.sc. and the 
rest b.techs. in seven engineering disciplines. thus 
IIth has a now thriving student body, full of energy 
and a large number of student activities keep the 
campus very vibrant and alive.

campus development is progressing at an accelerated 
pace. construction of the campus has commenced, 
and we should be moving to the permanent campus 
in July 2014. The first phase will have three academic 
department buildings, eight men student hostel 
blocks and two blocks for women students, a dining 
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ever since IIth started functioning from 
august 2008, new ug / Pg programs were 
continuously introduced every year, reaching 
the current strength of 1073 students across 
all programs. the academic year 2012-13 is 
particularly significant, as the first batch of 
Phd students will be graduating from IIth 
along with the 2nd and 3rd batches of btech/ 
Msc and Mtech, respectively. as many as 188 
students will be awarded degrees during the 
2nd convocation, to be celebrated on august 
7, 2013. 

Inventions and innovations are the two 
key driving forces for the vision of this 
Institute. the same concept and spirit has 
been taken further in the conduct of the 
academic activities. The flexible and modular 
education system adopted by IIth allows 
experts from industry, academia and other 
spheres of life to offer fractional credit 
courses of 0.5, 1, ...2.5 credits, adding a 
new dimension to our teaching model. 

during the year 2012-13, IIth started a 
new btech program in engineering science, 
wherein the student does the basic courses 
in the first four semesters, which provides 
breadth and specializes in any field of his / 
her choice in the last four semesters, which 
provides enough depth. the vibrant research 
atmosphere at IIth attracts a large number 
of summer interns from different parts of the 
country. continuous improvement in teaching 
through student feedback helped our faculty 
to achieve a remarkable average rating of >4 
(out of 5) across the Institute. 

faiz ahmed Khan
Professor, HoD & Dean - Academics

Since 2009, IIt hyderabad has made rapid progress in 
the hiring of faculty. the total number of permanent 
faculty now on the rolls is 108. the reason for the rapid 
growth is not difficult to see, as every one of the 11 
departments typically has two selections for permanent 
posts each year. however, even with all the pressure 
for rapid growth, there has been a very conscious 
effort not to relax standards: although almost all the 
hires have been at the level of assistant Professor, 
fully 60% of them have had extensive post-doctoral 
experience, and two-thirds have either Phds or post-
doctoral experience abroad. In the last year, we have 
had around 150 journal / conference publications and 
40 sponsored projects, which is good for such a young 
institution.

encouraging as these numbers are, there is no place 
for complacency: IIth is set to expand from its current 
student strength of around 1100 to more than 6600 in 
2018 – a six-fold increase in student strength in just 
five years! (The reason for this is that IITH has received 
a very large loan from the government of Japan for 
its development). to handle such a student number 
we would need a faculty strength of 600 – or at least 
400 – by 2018. so the rate of hiring will be sustained, 
even accelerated, in the foreseeable future. there are 
many reasons that a young academic would find it best 
to join IIth – over all the other opportunities offered 
at other academic institutions in India – it is poised for 
a very rapid growth, there are large amounts laid out 
for laboratory and other infrastructure development 
and for the purchase of equipment (which is a specific 
item in the Japanese loan), and as the faculty age 
is very low, responsibility comes very early upon 
joining IITH (very often in the first few weeks!). IITH 
therefore offers a vibrantly dynamic place for young 
men and women (from whom we actively encourage 
applications) to have a great academic career. 

 Vinayak eswaran
Professor, HoD & Dean - Faculty

We have started construction of buildings, 
facilities and supporting infrastructure on our 
576-acre permanent campus. the beginning of 
the construction activity on permanent campus 
was the culmination of detailed planning and 
design efforts of the past few years involving 
development of the master plan for phased 
growth, architectural and structural designs of 
buildings, facilities planning and infrastructure 
design, urban planning, coordination with 
governmental agencies for permits and clearances 
and planning the execution stage.

We have given careful consideration to the 
impact of proposed growth on the environment 
and the surroundings. designs for the buildings 
currently under construction confirm to very high 
environmental standards with considerations 
of energy and material usage. With the use of 
latest construction technology, we are planning 
to complete the construction to accommodate 
a student strength of 2000 and transition to the 
permanent campus in 2014.

We are currently also planning for the next phase 
of expansion to accommodate 5000 students 
and a total strength of 6000 by July 2017. the 
architectural design and development of few 
iconic buildings, which will have a distinctive 
Japanese signature, are currently being performed 
by the department of architecture, university of 
tokyo. With inspiring architecture and innovative 
designs we aim to deliver a world-class campus 
which will promote a sense of excellence and 
make IIth an exciting place for learning with an 
environment conducive for inquiry.

Kolluru VL subramaniam
Professor, HoD & Dean - Planning

From the Deans
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harikrishnan narayanan Unni
Ph.d - ntI, singapore
Assistant Professor
research areas: MicroNanofluidics
email: harikrishnan@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7108

subha narayan rath
Ph.d - nus, singapore
Assistant Professor
research areas: stemcell-biomaterial Interaction
email: subharath@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7111

renu John
Ph.d - IIt delhi
Assistant Professor
research areas: biomedical engineering
email: renujohn@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6097

nK raghavendra
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: hIV-1 Integration
email: raghunk@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7056

anindya roy
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: dna repair and carcinogenesis
email: anindya@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6083

BiomeDical enGineerinG BiotechnoloGy

chemical enGineerinG

basant Kumar Patel
Ph.d - bhu
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: Protons and amyloids
email: basantkpatel@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6008

thenmalarchelvi rathinavelan
Ph.d - university of Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: computational biophysics
email: tr@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7067

Vinod Janardhanan
Ph.d - KIt, germany
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: chemically reacting flows
email: vj@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6073

saptarshi majumdar
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: drug delivery systems 
email: saptarshi@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6087

Kirti Chandra sahu
Ph.d - Jncasr, bangalore
Assistant Professor
research areas: fluid mechanics 
email: ksahu@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6053

Parag D Pawar
Ph.d - Johns hopkins, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: biomechanics
email: parag@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6068

sunil Kumar maity
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: reneable fuels and chemicals
email: sunil_maity@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6075

chemical enGineerinG

core FacUlty
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CORE FACULTY

Phanindra Jampana
Ph.d - university of alberta, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: fuel cells, compressed sensing
email: pjampana@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6118

Dayadeep monder
Ph.d - university of alberta, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiscale Modeling of fuel cells
email: dmonder@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7052

Kishalay mitra
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: optimization under uncertainty
email: kishalay@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7055

chemistry

chemistry

faiz ahmed Khan
Ph.d - university of hyderabad
Professor, HoD & Dean - Academics
research areas: organic synthesis
email: faiz@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6084 (o) / 2301 7040 (r)

Ch subrahmanyam
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Associate Professor
research areas: energy & environment
email: csubbu@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6050

G satyanarayana
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: organic synthesis
email: gvsatya@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6054

m Deepa
Ph.d - delhi university
Assistant Professor
research areas: electrochemistry
email: mdeepa@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6024

tarun Kanti Panda
Ph.d - free university - berlin, germany
Assistant Professor
research areas: organometallic, lanthanide chemistry
email: tpanda@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6036

chemical enGineerinG

civil enGineerinG

Ds sharada
Ph.d - university of hyderabad
Assistant Professor
research areas: stereoselective organic synthesis
email: sharada@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7058

bhabani shankar mallik
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: computational chemistry
email: bhabani@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7051

G Prabu sankar
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: Molecular route to Inorganic Materials
email: prabu@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6089

Kolluru VL subramaniam
Ph.d - northwestern university, usa
Professor, HoD & Dean - Planning
research areas: concrete structures and Materials
email: kvls@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6093

narasimha mangadoddy
Ph.d - university of Queensland - australia
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiscale cfd Modeling
email: narasimha@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6086

anand mohan
Ph.d - texas a&M, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: non-newtonian fluid Mechanics
email: anandm@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6090

Chandra shekhar sharma
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: Polymer Micro & nano fabrication
email: cssharma@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6112

Debaprasad shee
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: catalysis on Metal & Metal oxides
email: dshee@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6109
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CORE FACULTY

KbVn Phanindra
Ph.d - new Mexico state university, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: ground Water Modeling
email: phanindra@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6117

s suriya Prakash
Ph.d - Missori university of science & technology - rolla
Assistant Professor
research areas: reinforced cement concrete
email: suriyap@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7077

mahendrakumar madhavan
Ph.d - university of alabama - birmingham
Assistant Professor
research areas: bahavior of structural steel
email: mkm@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7059

Debraj bhattacharyya
Ph.d - university of new brunswick, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: Waste / Waste Water treatment
email: debrajb@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7079

compUter science & enGineerinG

C Krishna mohan
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: soft computing and Machine learning
email: ckm@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6021

mV Panduranga rao
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: computational complexity theory and 
Quantum computing
email: mvp@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6012

Ch sobhan babu
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: applied algorithms and Predictive analytics
email: sobhan@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6081

naveen sivadasan
Ph.d - Max-Plank saarbrÜcken, germany
Assistant Professor
research areas: algorithms and graph theory
email: nsivadasan@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6076

civil enGineerinG

bheemarjuna reddy tamma
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: computer networks and Mobile Wireless 
networks
email: tbr@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7001

Kotaro Kataoka
Ph.d - Keio university
Visiting Assistant Professor
research areas: computer networks
email: kotaro@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6077

s Kalyanasundaram
Ph.d - georgia tech, usa
Assistant Professor 
research areas: combinatorics and computational 
complexity theory
email: subruk@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6081

nr aravind
Ph.d - Institute of Mathematical sciences
Assistant Professor 
research areas: combinatorics and graph theory
email: aravind@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7053

b Umashankar
Ph.D - Purdue University, USA
Assistant Professor
research areas: geotechnical engineering
email: buma@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6034

s sireesh
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: Pavement geotechnics
email: sireesh@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6066

amirtham rajagopal
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: computational solid Mechanics
email: rajagopal@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6094

shashidhar
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: bioremediation
email: shashidhar@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6107
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CORE FACULTY

P rajalakshmi
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: Wireless communication networks & 
embedded systems
email: raji@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6004

shiv Govind singh
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: MeMs and biosensor
email: sgsingh@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6079

Ketan P Detroja
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: advanced control
email: ketan@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 16115

Vaskar sarkar
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: smart grids
email: vaskar@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6082

soumya Jana
Ph.D - UIUC, USA
Assistant Professor
research areas: biomedical and Multimedia signal 
Processing
email: jana@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6105

K siva Kumar
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multilevel Inverters
email: ksiva@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6119

GVV sharma
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: cooperative communications and 
cogenitive radio
email: gadepall@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6108

Kiran Kuchi
Ph.d - university of texas at arlington, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: Wireless communications & signal 
Processing
email: kkuchi@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6108

electrical enGineerinG

enGineerinG science

amit acharya
Phd - university of southampton, uK
Assistant Professor
research areas: VlsI for signal Processing
email: amit_acharyya[@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6106

sumohana Channappayya
Phd - the university of texas at austin
Assistant Professor
research areas: Image and Video Quality assessment
email: sumohana@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7081

V siva rama Krishna
Phd - IIsc, bangalore
Assistant Professor
research areas: biosensors, solid state devices, MeMs
email: svanjari@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7086

m ramji
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: experimental Mechanics
email: ramji_mano[@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6078

Ub Desai
Ph.d - Johns hopkins, usa
Professor
research areas: communication and signal Processing
email: director@iith.ac.in        
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6028

mohammed Zafar ali Khan
Ph.d - IIsc
Associate Professor & HoD
research areas: Wireless communication and signal Processing
email: zafar@iith.ac.in        
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6010

ashudeb Dutta
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: analog circuit design
email: asudeb_dutta@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6051

sri rama murty Kodukula
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: signal Processing
email: ksrm@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6005
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CORE FACULTY

m Deepa
Ph.d - delhi university
Assistant Professor
research areas: electrochemistry
email: mdeepa@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6024

mV Panduranga rao
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: computational complexity theory and 
Quantum computing
email: mvp@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6012

Debasish Chaudhuri
Ph.d - Jadavpur university
Assistant Professor
research areas: bio & soft Matter
email: debc@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7047

Parag D Pawar
Ph.d - Johns hopkins, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: biomechanics
email: parag@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6068

ranjith ramadurai
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiferroics and semiconductor thin films
email: ranjith@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7046

P rajalakshmi
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: Wireless communication networks, 
embedded systems
email: raji@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6004

s Kalyanasundaram
Ph.d - georgia tech, usa
Assistant Professor 
research areas: combinatorics and computational 
complexity theory
email: subruk@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6081

thenmalarchelvi rathinavelan
Ph.d - university of Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas:  computational biophysics
email: tr@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7067

enGineerinG science

liBeral arts

b Umashankar
Ph.D - Purdue University, USA
Assistant Professor
research areas: geotechnical engineering
email: buma@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6034

badri narayan rath
Ph.d - Isec, bangalore
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: economic growth and development
email: badri@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6052

KP Prabheesh
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: Macro and Monetary economics
email: prabheesh@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6013

indira Jalli
Ph.d - hyderabad central university
Assistant Professor
research areas: nation and culture
email: indiraj@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6006

badri narayan rath
Ph.d - Isec, bangalore
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: economic growth and development
email: badri@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6052

balasubramaniam Jayaram
Ph.d - sri satyasai Institute of higher learning
Assistant Professor
research areas: approximate reasoning
email: jbala@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6007

Dayadeep monder
Ph.d - university of alberta, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiscale Modeling of fuel cells
email: dmonder@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7052

Chandrika Prakash Vyasarayani
Ph.d - university of Waterloo, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: structural dynamics and optimization
email: vcprakash@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7070
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CORE FACULTY

mathematics

haripriya narasimhan
Ph.d - syracuse university - ny, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: Medical anthropology and Media
email: haripriya@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7068

Challa subrahmanya sastry
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: transforms & applications
email: csastry@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6072

balasubramaniam Jayaram
Ph.d - sri satyasai Institute of higher learning
Assistant Professor
research areas: approximate reasoning
email: jbala@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6007

Puranam anantha Lakshmi narayana
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: fluid Mechanics
email: ananth@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6032

mathematics

tanmoy Paul
Ph.d - IsI calcutta
Assistant Professor
research areas: functional analysis
email: tanmoy@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7093

G ramesh
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor  
research areas: operator algebras
email: rameshg@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7049

D sukumar
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: operator theory
email: suku@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7105

D Venku naidu
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: harmonic analysis
email: venku@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7091

liBeral arts

Prabhakar akella
Ph.d - sri satya sai university, Puttaparthi
Visiting Assistant Professor
research areas: fuzzy logic
email: akellap@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7087

Ch VG narasimha Kumar
Ph.d - tIfr bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: number theory
email: narasimha.kumar @iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7090

Pinaki Prasad bhattacharjee
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: crystallographic texture
email: pinakib@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6069

suhash ranjan Dey
Ph.d - university Paul-Verlaine - Metz, france
Assistant Professor
research areas: combinatorial Materials
email: suhash@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6096

material science anD enGineerinG

shubha ranganathan
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: cultural Psychology
email: shubha@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7088

srirupa Chatterjee
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: contemporary american fiction
email: srirupa@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6113

amrita Deb
Ph.d - bhu, Varanasi
Assistant Professor
research areas: Personality & Positive Psychology
email: amrita@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6095

mahati Chittem
Ph.D - University Sheffield, UK
Assistant Professor
research areas: Psycho-oncology & health Psychology
email: mahati@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7045
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r Prasanth Kumar
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: robotics and Multibody dynamics
email: rpkumar@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6071

m ramji
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor & HoD
research areas: experimental Mechanics
email: ramji_mano@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6078

n Venkata reddy
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Professor
research areas: Product design and rapid Manufacturing 
email: nvr@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7084

material science anD enGineerinG mechanical enGineerinG

raja banerjee
Ph.d - university of Missouri rolla - usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiphase fluid flow and heat transfer
email: rajabanerjee@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6015

K Venkatasubbaiah
Ph.d - IIt Kanpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: compressible fluid flow and heat 
transfer
email: kvenkat@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6074

abhay sharma
Ph.d - IIt roorke
Assistant Professor
research areas: Manufacturing Process development and 
Modelling
email: abhay@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6091

b Venkatesham
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: Vibration and noise control
email: venkatesham@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6074

s suryakumar
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing
email: ssurya@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6099

physics

ashok Kumar Pandey
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: linear and nonlinear Mechanics
email: ashok@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6085

Chandrika Prakash Vyasarayani
Ph.d - university of Waterloo, canada
Assistant Professor
research areas: structural dynamics and optimization
email: vcprakash@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7070

V Kanchana
Ph.d - anna university
Assistant Professor
research areas: theoretical condensed Matter Physics
email: kanchana@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6019

anjan Kumar Giri
Ph.d - utkal university
Associate Professor & HoD
research areas: Particle Physics
email: giria@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6011mechanical enGineerinG

Vinayak eswaran
Ph.d - state university of ny at stony brook - usa
Professor, HoD & Dean - Faculty
research areas: computational fluid dynamics and heat 
transfer
email: eswar@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6009

bharat bhooshan Panigrahi
Ph.d - IIt Kharagpur
Assistant Professor
research areas: Powder Metallurgy, Metal sintering
email: bharat@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7072

ranjith ramadurai
Ph.d - IIsc
Assistant Professor
research areas: Multiferroics and semiconductor thin films
email: ranjith@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7046

atul suresh Deshpande
Ph.d - Max-Plnack Institute of colloids and Interfaces - 
Potsdam, germany
Assistant Professor
research areas: nanostructural Materials for energy
email: atuldeshpande@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7044
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manish niranjan
Ph.d - university of texas - austin, usa
Assistant Professor
research areas: theoretical condensed Matter Physics
email: manish@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6092

Vandana sharma
Ph.d - Prl, ahmedabad
Assistant Professor
research areas: femtosecond lasers systems
email: vsharma@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7057

suryanarayana J
Ph.d - IIt Madras
Assistant Professor
research areas: Magnetic Materials and devices, Photovoltaics
email: surya@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7085

Jyoti ranjan mohanty
Ph.d - humboldt university, germany
Assistant Professor
research areas: ultrafast and nanoscale Magnetism
email: jmohanty@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7073

physics

stUDent composition

bM - biomedical engineering;    bt - biotechnology;    ce - civil engineering;    ch - chemical engineering;    
cse - computer science & engineering;    cy - chemistry;    ee - electrical engineering;    es - engineering science;    la - liberal arts;    
Ma - Mathematics    Me - Mechanical engineering;    Mse - Materials science & engineering;    Ph - Physics

ch

Bm

Bm

ce

Bt

Bt

cse

ch ce

ch ce cy cse

cy

ee

eecse

ee

es

mse

la

ph

me

me

me phmsema

38

4

103

22

8

24

175

34 28 24

18 31 12

23

175

64

41

21

14

89

33

149

48

20 1424

B.Tech. (580)

M.Tech. (224) 

M.Sc. (56)

PhD (212)

saket asthana
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: ferroic and Multiferroics, Materials 
synthesis and Properties
email: asthanas@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6067

Prem Pal
Ph.d - IIt delhi
Assistant Professor
research areas: MeMs and Micro / nano systems
email: prem@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 6035

narendra sahu
Ph.d - IIt bombay
Assistant Professor
research areas: astroparticle Physics
email: nsahu@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7048

Debasish Chaudhuri
Ph.d - Jadavpur university
Assistant Professor
research areas: bio & soft Matter
email: debc@iith.ac.in
Phone: +91 (0)40 2301 7047
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Fractional creDit coUrses  
(aug-Dec ’12 & Jan-may ’13 semesters)

Dr Sobhan Babu

Dr NR Arvind Dr S Kalyanasundaram Dr Vijay Mann

Dr Santanu PaulDr Ramesh LoganathanDr Sateesh Andhra

Dr Anil Kumar

V ChandrasekharDr Seshadri Dr T Bheemarjuna Reddy

Dr Navrotze ContractorMr T SrinageshMr JP SahuDr Ajai Chowdhry

name Particulars

Mr JP sahu Integrator & strategic Initiatives Knoltus

Mr t srinagesh ceo of Pragnya advisors Private ltd (Pal)

Mr ajay choudary former chairman, bog, IIt hyderabad

dr navrotze contractor cinematography

dr seshadri

dr t bheemarjuna reddy assistant Professor, IIt hyderabad

dr V chandrasekhar senior Professor and dean, tata Institute of 
fundamental research

dr soban babu assistant Professor, IIt hyderabad

dr nr arvind assistant Professor, IIt hyderabad

dr s Kalyanasundaram assistant Professor, IIt hyderabad

dr Vijay Mann IbM research, IbM

dr anil Kumar IbM

dr sateesh andra Ventureast

dr ramesh loganathan Progress

dr santanu Paul ceo and Md, talent sprint
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inDUstry interaction

IIt hyderabad keeps very close interaction with 
industry. a number of research / consultancy projects 
are already underway or are in various stages of 
discussion. 

the department of electrical engineering has close 
interaction with lV Prasad eye Institute, achira labs 
Pvt ltd, uurmi systems, continental hospital, and 
national Institute for nutrition (nIn). 

the department of civil engineering collaborates 
with Water and Power consultancy services 
(WaPcos), l&t ramboll, ramky enviro engineering 
ltd, greater hyderabad Municipal corporation, nr 
Polymers, andhra Pradesh Pollution control board, 
national geophysical research Institute, and national 
aerospace laboratories. 

the department of chemical engineering works with 
rcI (defence research & development organization 
(drdo), national Mineral development corporation 
(nMdc), tega Industries, Vedanta and bhabha atomic 
research center (barc)-aMd. discussions are ongoing 
with the aditya birla group. 

the department of Mechanical engineering has very 
fruitful collaborations with ge technology center, 
Mercedes-benz research & development India Pvt 
ltd, Military college of electronics and Mechanical 
engineering (MceMe), non-ferrous Materials 
technology development centre (nftdc), tojym 
steel, and Indian space research organization (Isro). 

the department of Materials science and engineering 
has collaborations with defence Metallurgical 
research laboratory (dMrl)-drdo. 

the collaboration between IIt hyderabad and Japan is the result 
of a policy decision taken in 2007 by dr Manmohan singh, Prime 
Minister of India, and Mr shinzo abe, the then Prime Minister of 
Japan. the IIth consortium of Japan was established in august 2009 
as an umbrella organization of government, academia and industry 
from Japan, aiming to promote collaboration with IIth.

regular exchange of faculty and students with various Japanese 
universities takes place under this collaboration. occasionally, 
leading Japanese scholars from academia, industry, and the 
government of Japan visit IIth and deliver special lectures 
to enhance the knowledge and networking among likeminded 
researchers in India and Japan. 

In addition to knowledge dissemination through collaborative 
academic projects and exchange programs, this collaboration will 
also result in the design and construction of some iconic buildings 
in the campus. these buildings, designed by the department of 
architecture of university of tokyo, will have a distinctive Japanese 
signature.

Five thrust areas have been identified for academic collaboration: 
 � nano-technology and nano science
 � next generation communication technologies
 � environment and energy
 � design and Manufacturing
 � sustainable development

Dr yoichiro matsumoto 
(Chair)
Managing Director, Executive Vice
    President of the University of Tokyo 

Professor Graduate School of Engineering

Dr yuichiro anzai 
(advisor)
Professor of Information and Computer
   Science, Faculty of Science and Technology

Executive Advisor for Academic Affairs and
    Former President of Keio University

Dr Jun murai 
(digital communications)

Dean / Professor, Faculty of
   Environment and Information Studies
Former Vice-President of Keio University
Founder of WIDE Project 
Chair of AI3 Project
Chair of SOI Asia Project

Dr yasuhiko arakawa (nanotechnology & 
nanoscience) 

Director, Institute for Nano Quantum
   Information Electronics

Professor, Institute of Industrial Science,
   The University of Tokyo

Member, Science Council of Japan

Dr toshifumi ise 
(environment & energy)

Professor, Division of Electrical, 
Electronic and Information Engineering

Graduate School of Engineering,  
Osaka University

collaboration 
advisory committee

iith-Japan collaBoration

Dr yozo fujino 
(civil & urban engineering)

Professor for Bridge and Structure, 
Dept. of Civil Engineering, 
The University of Tokyo

dr takahiro ohno 
(design & Manufacturing)

Dean International Affairs Division

Professor Faculty of Science and
   Engineering, Waseda University

National Aerospace 
Laboratories

MCEME

RCI - DRDO
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The first phase of the construction of permanent 
campus of IIt hyderabad, which includes 
development of infrastructure facilities and a total 
built-up area of 19 lakh square feet, started in 
november 2012. the 576-acre campus consists of an 
academic area, a residential area for students, and 
a residential area for faculty and staff. the initial 
phase of construction is planned to accommodate 
2000 students, 150 faculty and 150 staff. the initial 
phase of construction will also provide infrastructure 

dr Pallam raju, hon’ble Minister of hrd, inaugurated 
the construction of the new campus on March 2, 
2013. Mr bVr Mohan reddy, Prof ub desai, Mr Jagga 
reddy, Mla sangareddy, other bog members, faculty 
and students of IIt hyderabad were present during 
the occasion.  

facilities which are essential for supporting the 
operation, living, academic and research activities on 
the permanent campus. IIt hyderabad is planned as a 
residential campus based on concepts of sustainable 
development and living for an institute of national 
importance. the initial phase of construction is 
scheduled to be completed by december 2014. this 
will be further expanded to accommodate 5000 
students and a total population of 6000 by July 2017 
through funding from Japan. the architectural design 
and development of a few iconic buildings, which will 
have a distinctive Japanese signature, is currently 
being performed by the department of architecture 
of university of tokyo.

the development of the campus is being undertaken 
in an environmentally responsible manner with 

due consideration for the impact of the planned 
growth on the surroundings following an approval of 
the environmental impact assessment plan by the 
Ministry of environment and forests. It is planned 
to develop a ‘green’ campus with the objective of 
achieving self sufficiency in power through a grid

integrated 5 MW solar power generation capability. 
an integrated water management system, which 
minimizes reliance on external water supply and 
relies on management of water through harvesting, 
on-site storage and recycling, is being developed for 
implementation.

all buildings have been designed considering state-
of-the-art strategies of planning and architecture to 
minimize power consumption, while keeping a high 
emphasis on aesthetics, safety and comfort. unique 
features such as radiant cooling systems which 
provide thermal comfort while minimizing power 
consumption have been incorporated in the design 
of buildings. all buildings on the permanent campus 
have been designed to very high standards, aimed at 
achieving 4-star grIha rating. the vision for building 
design is inspired by the rapid growth of urban 
India and is reflective of the rising confidence in its 
sustained growth and progress. the buildings have 
been designed to inspire a sense of innovation and 
incorporate several cutting-edge features requiring 
the use of innovative construction techniques and 
materials.

the master-plan of IIt hyderabad has been 
developed with the objective of harmonizing the 
learning and living environments, while allowing 
modular flexibility to accommodate future growth. 

Academic Department Staff Housing

Hostel

Faculty Housing

the buildings have been planned to allow natural 
opportunities for interaction between academics of 
different disciplines to come together and undertake 
research on cutting-edge interdisciplinary domains. 
Phase-wise growth of the buildings and infrastructure 
to support the projected growth of students and the 
associated increase in faculty and staff has been 
planned in such a way that the expansion is minimally 
disruptive to the on-going academic and research 
activities, with the additional

capability of scaling to a total population of 30000 
and a student strength of 20000. With the large 
intake of students and infrastructure proposed for 
the Institute, IIth expects to be in a distinctive 
position among other IIts.

Dr Pallam Raju inaugurating the construction of new campus at 
Kandi.

Dr Pallam Raju  planting a sapling after inaugurating the campus 
construction

new campUs Development
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convocation
IIT Hyderabad held its first convocation ceremony on 6 Aug 
2012. dr c rangarajan, chairman of the Prime Minister’s 
economic advisory council presided over the function. 
a total of 101 b.tech students, 75 M.tech students 
and 7 M.sc. students received their degree during the 
convocation function. 16 gold medals were distributed 
for excellence in academics. apoorva Mahindra of b.tech 
electrical engineering received the President’s gold 
Medal.

The Hindu, 11 Aug 2012

campUs events
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CAMPUS EVENTS

foundation day IIth in the news

the 5th foundation day of IIt hyderabad was celebrated on 2 March 2013. 
dr Pallam raju, hon’ble Minister for human resources development, was 
the chief guest. after delivering the foundation day lecture, he distributed 
awards for excellence in academics and teaching. 

Dr Pallam Raju distributing excellence in academics and  
teaching awards
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In 2011, IIth had introduced a single-credit freshman 
project course for 1st year b.tech students, to 
promote out-of-the-box thinking and encourage 
the young minds to pursue creative work early on. 
every 1st year student thoroughly enjoyed the unique 
experience of independently pursuing his / her 
project with the help of a faculty advisor.  

A few modifications were introduced to the course 
structure in 2012, which encouraged the students 
to select a design project of their choice and select 
their own teams. they were also given the option 
of taking advisory help from any faculty / senior 

CAMPUS EVENTS

single-credit freshman Project

student(s). the results were impressive, with most 
groups developing a working model of their design 
and demonstrating their projects along with a poster 
presentation on 26 January 2013. among the 70-odd 
projects displayed, the faculty selected ‘Microbial 
fuel cell’ as the winner. other projects that received 
special appreciation were: avionics, boolean algebra 
solver, Mobile control home appliances, reducing 
exposure to Mobile Phone system, Witiricity, and 
electronic switch control through rf. 

details are available at: http://www.iith.ac.in/
administration/indepproj.html

A ‘Green Office’ has been set up at IITH, comprising 
volunteers from students, faculty, and staff. the 
Green Office is organized into five committees – 
in charge of green audit, campus biodiversity, 
solid Waste Management, energy conservation 
and outreach – each led by a faculty member. the 
activities of the Green Office are coordinated by 
a convener (faculty), who reports to the dean, 
Planning. 

The Green Office subjects itself to a ‘Green Audit’ 
by a panel of external experts. an important activity 

IITH Sets Up a ‘Green Office’

underway is the plantation of trees in the permanent 
campus of IIth, in consultation with ‘Prakrti’, 
the Institute’s Nature Club. The Green Office has 
taken up a comprehensive solid Waste Management 
Program, to include recycling of paper, plastic, 
metal scrap and packing material. It is also taking 
several other eco-friendly and energy conservation 
measures. a ‘center for sustainable development’ 
is being planned, which will suggest environment 
management topics that can be included in the 
regular course curriculum. 

Innovative Mini Project results – orientation Program 2012

Innovative mini projects were carried out as part of 
the ‘orientation Program 2012’, and demonstrated 
at the Independence day celebrations on 15 august 
2012. the top three projects were: 
 � given a solar cell circuit, develop an algorithm to 
find the load it can support and time for battery to 
charge (can display on eight-bit lcd) 

 � developing a basic android app for campus Website 
– Part 1 

 � a baby step towards 3d multimedia 

the following projects (listed in alphabetical order) 
were also demonstrated:  
 � a simple model to explain the different 
crystallographic planes in silicon 

 � calculating the path of a projectile in a real 
atmosphere 

 � control of electrical load with wireless modules 
(bluetooth) 

 � crowd-sourcing for mobile healthcare 
 � design a machine to align the a4 printed paper & 
separate out the unprinted paper 

 � developing a basic android app for campus Website 
– part 3 

 � developing a tool for campus networking 
Monitoring and Visualization 

 � developing an android app for campus bus tracking 
in real-time 

 � experiencing the beauty of car design: racing car 
 � flow properties of chocolate: what do people like? 
 � fluid dynamics associated with a cricket ball 
 � higgs discovery: a road map to the origin of mass in 
the universe 

 � Micro-heating floor cleaning system 
 � Piezoelectric energy harvesting 
 � Pollution monitoring: technical challenges 
 � rear wheel lift control mechanism under high 
deceleration conditions 

 � shape optimization of common object(s) using 
photoelasticity 

 � Wireless network formation using MsP430 micro-
controller and gsM Modem by sms method 

 � Wireless network formation using MsP430micro-
controller and wifi module 

 � Wireless network formation using MsP430micro-
controller and zigbee module 

Winners of Robotics Competition 
 � 1st Prize: ankush bansal, arun r, dipin K nair, 
Kenneth Joseph Paul, navaneeth t chandran, ronak 
chaudhary 

 � 2nd Prize: abhay gupta, atul s Vivek, bastin Joseph, 
d raj Kripal, shalu s Kumar, V Kalicharan  

 � 3rd Prize: anuj Parmar, nilesh negi, Piyush sharma, 
richik Mahendra Jaiswal, Vishal hirani, Vivek ds 

Prof Jn reddy, distinguished Professor and inaugural holder of the oscar s. Wyatt endowed chair in Mechanical 
engineering at texas a&M university, texas delivered lectures at the short course on finite element Method 
(FEM 2012) with applications to solid mechanics, heat transfer and fluid mechanics. FEM 2012 was organized 
from 19-21 december 2012 by the department of civil engineering, IIt hyderabad. the course was aimed 
at students, analysts and researchers who are involved with the analysis of differential equations arising in 
engineering and applied science, and who are using commercially available finite element packages to analyze 
problems in the aeronautical, automobile, mechanical, civil and other engineering industries. the distinguished 
participants included people from academia, industry and various national r&d labs. the course also enabled 
the participants to be able to write their own feM software.

feM 2012
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Cepheid: the astronomy Club 

humans have always been fascinated by what lies 
beyond this earth, and have continuously tried to 
discover and understand the universe and its many 
wonders. Members of ‘cepheid’ also share this 
passion for exploring the universe, and seek to share 
their findings with others. 

Prakriti: the nature Club

Prakriti, the nature club of IIth, was launched during 
the year. Its logo was designed by ts Iqbalso. the 
club undertook an extensive waste management 
program in 2012-13, collecting, segregating 
and recycling wastes based on their nature of 
degradation. red, blue and green bins were placed at 
several locations on the campus for collecting paper, 
plastic and bio-degradable wastes respectively. In 
september 2012, under an ‘adopt a Plant’ program, 
Prakriti distributed and planted aromatic plants 
in various faculty offices. On 23 March 2013, IITH 
observed ‘earth hour’ by switching off all electric 
lights / other appliances from 8.30 to 9.30 pm. 
There was an ‘Earth Race’, a documentary film titled 
‘home’ was screened, and prizes were given away to 
winners of the ‘earth race’ and to ts Iqbalso. 

the arts Club 

Fine art or the fine arts encompass art forms 
developed primarily for aesthetics and / or concept 
rather than practical application. the arts club 
promotes various events relating to drawing, 
painting, postering, sketching, etc. 

endeavour: the science Documentary Club 

‘Endeavour’ seeks to imbibe and acquire scientific 
knowledge, and enable the curious and ignited minds 
of IIt (Inspire, Innovate and transform) to discover 
and unravel the mysteries of science and thus 
become the fountainheads of scientific thinking. The 
club regularly organizes documentaries, discussions 
and quizzes on science and engineering. 

torque: the automobile Club 

‘torque’ is a haven for all automobile enthusiasts 
who just can’t know enough of automobiles and 
want to know more. ‘torque’ organizes automobile 
quizzes and other events to update their knowledge 
of automobiles, and also conducts creative activities 
in this domain.

...Clubs at IIT Hyderabad

Clubs at IIT Hyderabad

CAMPUS EVENTS

the fourth International congress on computational 
Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 2012) was a highly 
successful event organized by IIt hyderabad on 9-12 
december 2012. the congress provided a forum for 
scientists, engineers and academicians around the 
globe to interact and exchange ideas and establish 
relationships for future collaboration. the congress 
included distinguished plenary, keynote and invited 

speakers covering the complementary roles of theory 
and numerical experimentation in engineering and 
sciences. 380 delegates representing 16 countries 
participated at the congress. a total of 450 research 
papers were presented in 51 technical sessions during 
the three days of the congress. some of the papers 
presented at the congress have also been brought out 
as special publications in a few leading journals.

IccMs 2012

Dr Anand Mohan presenting a memento and T-shirt to the winner 
of Prakriti logo competition
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the Dance Club 

the dance club is a part of the cultural domain of 
student gymkhana. It performs regularly in ‘elan’, 
and makes its own name in many other competitions. 
the club is driven by the motto ‘dance is a poem of 
which each movement is a word’. 

elektronica: the electronics Club  

Élektronica is for those who love tweaking with 
electronic gadgets. It helps members to understand 
the seemingly incomprehensible electronic gadgets 
in the world today, and assists in developing devices 
conceptualized by them. students do various projects 
in the club, some of them under faculty mentorship. 
the projects are also considered for improving the 
e-infrastructure of the Institute.

rang de manch: the Drama Club  

Drama is defined as the specific mode of fiction 
represented in performance. ‘rang de Manch’ tries to 
bring out the underlying talents of drama elements 
like acting, directing, writing scripts, etc. the club 
has performed in various inter-college cultural fests.

behind the Lens: the movie Club  

the movie is said to be the most powerful medium 
of this generation. the club is a meeting place for 
all who are interested in movies, a place where 
they can share their views with other movie buffs, 
and also learn of the many exciting updates. 
the club encourages budding directors, amateur 
photographers, wannabe actors and for that matter 
anyone who just likes watching movies.

CAMPUS EVENTS

the music Club 

berthold auerbach had observed, ‘Music washes away 
from the soul the dust of everyday life.’ Music is also 
said to be ‘the easiest way to talk with god’. With 
some people who wash their everyday stress and 
some music fanatics who walk on the divine path of 
music, the club produces a variety of talents.  

the Quiz Club 

the Quiz club is a constituent of the Institute’s 
literary council. the club organizes general, sports, 
Political, geography and other quizzes. It also 
organizes popular literary events and challenges like 
spell bee, guess Who, etc 

infero: the Programming Club 

henry ford had quipped, ‘Most people spend more 
time and energy going around problems than in 
trying to solve them.’ Infero has a bunch of fellows 
who take care of everyone’s problems in their own 
nice geeky way. they think logically, reason out the 
problem, and develop suitable programs to prove 
that computer science can revolutionize the art of 
problem solving for one and all. 

robotics: the robot Club  

the club works with the simple goal of exposing 
students to the ever wondrous field of robotics. 
armed with the support of the institute, the 
knowledge pool and bubbling enthusiasm of its 
members, club aims to provide the opportunity and 
materials to harness the students’ creativity and 
ingenuity.

...Clubs at IIT Hyderabad...Clubs at IIT Hyderabad
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On 8 February 2013, noted film actor ms amala 
akkineni addressed the students and described her 
journey through the world of films, which has won 
her considerable acclaim. she also spoke of her 
efforts for blue cross of hyderabad (which works 
for the welfare of animals). sharing her passion for 
environment protection, she urged the students to do 
all they could to prevent adverse climate change. 

on 15 febuary 2013, IIth students had the privilege 
of hearing engineer-turned-filmmaker mr nagesh 
Kukunoor reminisce about his own college days as a 
chemical engineering student at osmania university, 
after which he, while working as a chemical engineer 
in the us, decided to follow his own dream of making 
it big in the world of cinema. the audience was 
spellbound by his description of how he made his 
popular film ‘Hyderabad Blues’. 

CAMPUS EVENTS

Visitors to the Campus

Gymkhana Day 

gymkhana day was held on 3 april 2012. the newly 
elected ‘student gymkhana’ took an oath to preserve 
and sustain the constitution of IITH. Certificates, 
medals and trophies were given away to winners of 
various cultural, technical and sports competitions, 
as well as to teams like ‘elan’, ‘e-cell’, tPc, class 
rep, Mess secretaries and student Mentors. 

‘Nvision’ 

‘nvision’, the annual intra-institute technical fest 
of IIth, was held on 13-14 october 2012. the event 
witnessed activities in a wide range of domains 
including robotics, electronics, astronomy and cyber 
security. Microsoft was the eMl Partner for the fest.

Friendship Race 

a ‘friendship race’ was held on 5 august 2012, in 
which hundreds of participants – including students, 
faculty and staff of IIth – took part in a 5-km run 
on the ODF campus. It was a fun-filled bonding 
experience, with the winners getting prizes from the 
director on Independence day (15 august). 

‘IITH’s Got Talent’ 

on 17 october 2012, the cultural council of IIth 
organized ‘IIth’s got talent’ in the hostel premises. 
the event served to bring out several hidden talents 
in the students in dance, music, drama and other 
fields. 

Student Activities
international Women’s Day Celebrations  

IIt hyderabad celebrated International Women’s day 
on 5 april 2013. the chief guest at the celebrations 
was Ms reema gupta, associate director, srItne, 
Indian school of business, hyderabad. Prof ub desai, 
director, IIt hyderabad delivered the Welcome 
address, which was followed by a motivational 
talk by Ms reema gupta on women in science and 
Technology. The official logo of the Women’s Cell 
of IIt hyderabad was launched on this day, and the 
winner of the logo design competition, Ms swasti 
arya, was awarded a special prize.
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Freshers’ Nite 2012 

freshers’ nite 2012 was held on 2 november 2012. 
It was a fun-filled event, in which the ‘freshmen’ 
were led by their seniors. there was a wide range of 
activities, including music, dance, drama, stunts, and 
‘Mr fresher’ and ‘Miss fresher’. the event served to 
welcome the newcomers into the IIth family and to 
help make friends. 

Pan-IIT Meet 

on 10 february 2013, a Pan-IIt sports-cum-cultural Meet was held at IIth. IIt alumni gathered on the campus 
with their families for a fun-filled day that included basketball, cricket, badminton and football. There was 
plenty of amusement for the children too.

IITH Basketball League 2013

the IIth basketball league was held on 
7 January 2013. eight teams participated 
with gusto in the round-robin 
tournament. team ‘dabang the fire’ won 
the tournament, which witnessed plenty 
of playing talent. 

CAMPUS EVENTS

‘Sanskritic Sandhya’ 

the student gymkhana of IIth arranged a ‘sanskritic sandhya’ (traditional day) on 19 february 2013, in 
association with society for the Promotion of Indian classical Music and culture amongst youth (sPIc Macay), 
which promotes traditional Indian art forms in educational institutions across India. IIth students were turned 
out in traditional Indian costumes. a classical musical concert by shri ritesh and shri rajnish was the highlight 
of the evening.

‘Fusion Nite’

the Institute’s cultural council organized 
a ‘fusion nite’ on 8-9 March 2013 in the 
hostel premises. It was a great platform 
for IIth students to display their talent in 
dancing, singing and instrumental music. 

Inter-IIT Sports Meet, IIT Roorkee 

a team of 110 IIth students (90 boys and 20 girls) 
participated in the 48th Inter-IIth sports Meet that 
was held at IIt roorkee on 17-24 december 2012. 
the boys took part in football, volleyball, cricket, 
field hockey, badminton, table tennis, lawn tennis 
and athletics; the girls took part in badminton, 
table tennis, lawn tennis, volleyball and athletics. 
IIth won the bronze medal in football, and reached 
the quarterfinals in cricket, basketball, hockey and 
badminton. overall, the IIth team was placed 8th in a 
fray of 15, edging out several older IIts.

IITH Students at Other IITs

...Student Activities...Student Activities
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CAMPUS EVENTS

‘Rendezvous’, IIT Delhi 

In october 2012, a contingent of 15 IIth students 
participated in ‘rendezvous’, the annual cultural 
festival of IIt delhi that draws nearly 30,000 students 
from over 300 colleges across India. the IIth team 
took part in a number of fun events organized in the 
four-day cultural fest. 

‘Tech Fest’, IIT Bombay 

twelve IIth students participated in ‘IItb techfest’, the popular unesco-sponsored annual tech fest of IIt 
bombay, which was held on 3-5 January 2013. students from all over India gather at ‘techfest’ – the largest 
tech fest in asia – to develop and showcase their technical prowess. team ‘gridmaster’ of IIth won the first 
Prize at the zonal level.

‘Jugaad’, IIT Kanpur  

on 15-16 March 2013, IIth students took part in 
‘Jugaad’, an inter-IIt technical summit organized by 
IIt Kanpur. the summit sought to foster an innovative 
attitude amongst the students for providing practical 
solutions to everyday problems.

an IIth team (Jayant, Praveen and Vignesh) won 
the first Prize in the ‘luggage tracking system’ 
competition. the team presented a plan to reduce 
thefts of luggage bags by using a tracking system 
equipped with gsM, gPs and cc2500 modules. 
another IIth team (Prashant, ranit and ankush) 
presented an ‘Air Refilling System for Cycle’ powered 
by one’s feet, using a simple air-pump with a slider-
crank mechanism that is mechanically powered by a 
pedal. 

Social Service through NSS

driven by their belief that education is the best 
tool for creating an India with equality in thought 
and opportunity, nss volunteers of IIth regularly 
visited government schools in the Institute’s 
neighborhood and conducted classes in general 
mathematics, general science, general awareness and 
communicative english for VI-X standard students. 
audio visual quizzes and presentations were also used 
to get the students involved and also to expose them 
to new world technologies like tablets and laptops.

other nss activities included: 

 � environment awareness programs, tree plantation 
/ maintenance drives (providing saplings at a 
sponsored price of re 1 per selling sapling), etc.  

 � Painting competitions to raise school students’ 
awareness of traffic safety rules. Prizes were 
awarded to the winners and school teachers who 
had cooperated in the effort. 

 � ‘Vastradaan’, a clothes donation drive, was held 
in september 2012, which drew enthusiastic 
participation from IIth students. With the help of 
‘Manavata’, a local ngo, the donated clothes were 
distributed among 98 poor families in a city suburb. 

 � ‘open day’ was held on 3 november 2012, under 
which students from schools in the neighborhood 
were invited to live demonstrations by the 
engineering and science departments of IIth. 
the invitees were also taken around the various 
workshops and labs. 

 � ‘technofarmers’ sought to educate farmers 
about basic farming technologies using locally 
available goods and natural resources. the 
lectures of dr James Mathew (director, ‘Peace 
on Earth Mission’) on Water Purification Systems, 
rain Water harvesting and Medicinal Plants were 
translated into telugu by IIth nss volunteers. a 
practical session on preparing a basic 3-tier water 
purification system was also held. 

 � ‘rakt daan’, a blood donation drive was held on  
26 January 2013 (republic day), in association with 
sangareddy district hospital. over 130 students, 
faculty and staff donated blood on the occasion. 

...Student Activities
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CAMPUS EVENTSCAMPUS EVENTS

‘elan 2013’ 

‘elan’, the annual techno-cultural fest of IIth, was 
held on 18-20 January 2013. It included workshops 
in several domains. the ‘cyber forensics and 
exploration’ workshop was a great networking 
opening for security enthusiasts and ethical hackers 
across India. the ‘3d game-development’ workshop 
was conducted by bhramm technology, a Kanpur-
based firm run by IIT Kanpur alumni. The ‘Android 
botix’ workshop showed the participants how 
to control a robot using an android os-enabled 
smartphone with the help of an app. other technical 
events included aqua dance, Junkyard Wars, robo 
epic, code swallop, Wall e, electronic bloopers, 
electronic champs, robo Wars, ojo cad, Pirates, 
Poster Presentation, automobile Quiz, celestial 
Inquisition, drag Me to 3d, Zodiac, app guru, got 
robot, Project X, tech charades, big Quiz, science 
Quiz, and save the Website.

literary events included aircrash, debate, green 
Quiz, literary Quiz, opentale, gK Quiz, extempore, 
guess Who, hyd Quiz, Jam, Mr detective, Political 
Potpourri, sochohatke, sweetheart, turncoat, 
Whose line is it anyway, crossword, spell bee. 
cultural events included andaaz apna apna, break 
free, Manthan, dJ Wars, fabulous fabula, rJ hunt, 
nrithyanjali, film fare fiesta, lend your Voice, loose 

your feet, Mehendi, arts exhibition, Vibrazone, 
Pixel Adda, Face Painting, and Piclectic. Infi events 
included Casino, Graffiti, Rampage, Mad Ads, Sport 
o Mania, treasure hunt, Minute games, sports Quiz, 
tollywood Quiz, and Ping. ‘biggies’ and ‘elan e Jang’ 
competitions were the other big attractions. 

festival celebrations

Makara Sankranti  

Makara sankranti was celebrated at IIth 
on 13-14 January 2013 with traditional 
gaiety, fervour and devotion. IIth 
students had a rangoli competition, lit 
a bonfire in the hostel campus, and flew 
kites all day long.   

Diwali   

While diwali is popularly known as the 
‘festival of lights’, the most significant 
spiritual meaning behind it is the 
awareness of the ‘inner light’, which is 
beyond body and mind, which is pure, 
infinite and eternal. IITH celebrated 
‘diwali’ by making colorful rangoli 
patterns and setting up candles along the 
hostel walkways and corridors. special 
food items and sweets were also made on 
the occasion in the students’ mess. 
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ethylenedioxypyrrole)/carbon nanotube composite 
by Kelvin Probe force Microscopy and conducting 
atomic force Microscopy, Electrochimica Acta 70, 
2012, 228–240.

PP bhattacharjee, M Joshi, VP chaudhary, M 
Zaid, ‘the effect of starting grain size on the 
evolution of microstructure and texture in nickel 
during processing by cross-rolling’, Materials 
Characterization 76 (2013) 21-27.

PP bhattacharjee, M Joshi, VP chaudhary, M Zaid, 
‘texture evolution during cross-rolling and annealing 
of high purity nickel’, Metallurgical and Materials 
Transactions A 44 (2013)2707-2716. 

PP bhattacharjee, y takatsuji, y Miyajima, d terada 
and n tsuji, ‘recrystallization texture of heavily cold 
rolled polycrystalline nickel sheets with and without 
strong starting cube texture’, Materials Science 
Forum 753 (2013) 293-296.  

sreekanth Mandati, sarada bV, suhash r Dey 
and shrikant V Joshi, Pulse electrodeposition of 
cuInse2 thin films with novel morphology for solar 
cell applications. Journal of the Electrochemical 
Society160(4), 2013, d173-d177. 

suhash r Dey, l hollang, b beausir, e hieckmann and 
W skrotzki, formation of micro shear bands during 
cyclic deformation of sub-microcrystalline nickel. 
Scripta Materialia 68, 2013, 631-634.

P srinivas, sven hamann, Michael Kieschnick, alfred 
ludwig and suhash r. Dey, development of ni-cu 
materials libraries by using combinatorial pulsed 
electrodeposition, Transactions of the Indian 
Institute of Metals, (2012), doI 10.1007/s12666-013-
0249-7.

ns reddy, bb Panigrahi, J Krishnaiah, Modeling 
mechanical properties of low carbon hot rolled 
steels, Advances in Intelligent Systems and 
Computing, Vol. 202 (2013) 221-228.

swetarekha ram, V Kanchana, a svane, sb dugdale, 
and ne christensen, ‘fermi surface properties of 
ab3 (a= y, la; b=Pb, In, tl) Intermetallic compounds 
under pressure’, J. of Phys.: cond. Matter, 25, (2013) 
155501.

ravhi s Kumar, a svane, g Vaitheeswaran, y Zhang,  

V Kanchana, M hofmann, sJ campbell, yuming Xiao, 
P chow, changfeng chen, yusheng Zhao, and andrew 
l cornelius, ‘Pressure-Induced Valence and structural 
changes in ybMn2ge2 – Inelastic X - ray spectroscopy 
and theoretical  Investigations’, Inorganic Chemistry, 
52, (2013) 832.

g shwetha and V Kanchana, ‘optical isotropy in 
structurally anisotropic halide scintillators: ab initio 
study’, Phys. Rev. B, 86, (2012) 115209.

J staun olsen, Je Jørgensen, l gerward, 
g Vaitheeswaran, V Kanchana, a svane, 
‘compressibility and structural stability of cen from 
experimental and theory, the b1-b2 transition’, J. 
Alloys and Compounds, 533, (2012) 29.   

swetarekha ram, V Kanchana, g Vaitheeswaran,  
a svane, sb dugdale, and ne christensen, ‘electronic 
topological transition in lasn3 under pressure’, Phys. 
Rev. B, 85, (2012) 174531. 

Prem Pal, K sato, and Ma gosalvez, ‘etched 
Profile Control in Anisotropic Etching of Silicon 
by tMah+triton,’Journal of Micromechanics and 
Microengineering, vol. 22, no. 6, June (2012), 
065013.

manish K niranjan, t Karthik, s asthana, J Pan,  
u Waghmare, ‘theoretical and experimental study of 
raman modes, ferroelectric and dielectric properties 
of relaxor na0.5bi0.5tio3’ Journal of Applied 
Physics, 2013 (In Press)

manish K niranjan and uV Waghmare, ‘relation 
between the work function and young’s modulus of 
rhsi and estimate of schottky barrier height at rhsi/
si interface: an ab-initio study’  Journal of Applied 
Physics, 112, (2012), 093702.

manish K niranjan and saket asthana ‘theoretical 
investigation of lead free piezoelectric agnbo3 
and ag(K)nbo3 solid solutions’ Solid State 
Communications, 152, (2012), 1707.

arina, Jo gong and n sahu, ‘unifying darko-lepto-
genesis with scalar triplet inflation’, Nucl. Phys. B  
865, (2012), 430.

arina, rn Mohapatra and n sahu, ‘co-genesis of 
Matter and dark Matter with Vector-like fourth 
generation leptons’,  Phys. Lett. B  720, (2013), 130.

Debasish Chaudhuri and bela M. Mulder, 
‘spontaneous helicity of a polymer with side-loops 
confined to a cylinder’, Physical Review Letters 108, 
(2012), 268305.

chandrima ganguly and Debasish Chaudhuri 
‘fluctuating thermodynamics of active brownian 
particles’, communicated to Physical review e 
(preprint  arXiv:1304.7138). 

sr Krishnan, l fechner, ch Peltz, V sharma,  
M Kremer, b fischer, n camus, t Pfeifer, J Jha,  
M Krishnamurthy, c-d schroeter, J ullrich,  
f stienkemeier, r Moshammer, th fennel and  
M Mudrich, evolution of dopant-induced helium 
nanoplasmas, New Journal of Physics, 14, (2012), 
075016.

s narayana Jammalamdaka, srinivasa singamaneni 
rao, Johan  Vanacken, Victor V. Moshchalkov, Wei lu, 
James M. tour, dynamic response of exchange bias in 
graphene nanoribbons, Appl. Phys. Lett, 101, (2012), 
142402.

s narayana Jammalamdaka, ss rao, sV bhat,  
J Vanacken, and VV Moshchalkov, Magnetocaloric 
effect and nature of magnetic transition in nanoscale 
Pr0.5ca0.5Mno3, J. Appl. Phys, 112, (2012), 083917. 

Jun-dar su, alec r sandy, Jyoti mohanty, oleg g 
shpyrko, Mark sutton, collective pinning dynamics of 
charge-density waves in 1T-tas2, Physical Review B 
86, (2012), 205105.

Felix Buettner, C Moutafis, A Bisig, P Wohlhueter, 
cM guenther, J mohanty et. al, Magnetic states in 
low-pinning high-anisotropy material nanostructures 
suitable for dynamic imaging, Physical Review B 87, 
(2013), 134422.

J mohanty, a Persson, d arvanitis, K temst and c Van 
haesendonck, direct observation of frozen moments 
in the nife/feMn exchange bias system, New Journal 
of Physics,15(2013) 033016.

tanmoy Paul, almost ball remotal subspaces in 
banach spaces, studia Mathematica, 2012 (3), 209–
225.

b Jayaram, M baczynski and r Mesiar, ‘r-implications 
and the exchange principle: the case of border 
continuous t-norms’, Fuzzy Sets and Systems, 224, 
2013, pp. 93 - 105. 

b Jayaram, ‘solution to an open Problem - a 
characterization of conditionally cancellative 
t-subnorms’ Aequ. Math, 84, 2012, pp. 235 - 244.  

b Jayaram and f Klawonn,‘can unbounded distance 
measures mitigate the curse of dimensionality?, ‘Int. 
Jl. of Data Mining, Modelling and Mgmt., 4 (4), 2012, 
pp. 361 - 383.

eb Mazomenos, d biswas, a acharyya, t chen,  
K Maharatna, J rosengarten, J Morgan and n curzen;  
‘a low-complexity ecg feature extraction algorithm 
for mobile healthcare applications’; IEEE Journal of 
Biomedical and Health Informatics, 17, (2), 459-469, 
2013.

K Kuchi, ‘MMse-prewhitened-Mld equalizer for MIMo 
dft-precoded-ofdMa’, IEEE Wireless Communication 
Letters, april, 2012, vol.1, 328-331.

Detroja KP, gudi rd, & Patwardhan sc (2012), 
data reduction algorithm based on Principle of 
distributional equivalence for fault diagnosis, Con. 
Eng. Prac., 20(10), 1033-1042.

sumana C, detroja KP and gudi rd (2012), evaluation 
of nonlinear scaling and transformation for nonlinear 
Process fault detection, International Journal 
of Advances in Engineering Sciences and Applied 
Mathematics, 4(1-2), 52-66.

duryodhan Vs, singh sG, and agrawal a, ‘liquid 
flow in a diverging microchannel,’ Microfluidics and 
Nanofludics, Vol. 14, pp. 53-67, 2013.

anesh K sharma, ashu K gautam, cg balaji, asudeb 
dutta, sG singh, ‘split beam low force low loss 
capacitive high frequency MeMs switch on Quartz 
For Reconfigurable Circuits’, International Journal 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineering Research 
(IJEEER) Issn 2250-155X, Vol. 2, Issue 4 dec-2012, 
1-12, trans stellar Publications. 

anesh K sharma, ashu K gautam, cg balaji, asudeb 
dutta, sG singh, ‘ohmic rf MeMs switch with low 
Loss and Low Force on Quartz For Reconfigurable 
circuits’ International Journal of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering Research (IJEEER) Issn 2250-
155X, Vol. 3, Issue 1 January - March 2013, 45-54, 
trans stellar Publications.

anesh K sharma, ashu K gautam, cg balaji, asudeb 
dutta, sG singh, ‘shunt rf MeMs switch with low 
Potential and Low Loss on Quartz for Reconfigurable 
circuit applications’ International Journal of 
electronics and communication engineering & 
technology (IJecet) Issn 0976-6464 (Print) Issn 0976-
6472 (online), Volume 3, Issue2, July-september 
(2012), pp 497-510. 

agrawal a, duryodhan Vs, and singh sG, ‘Pressure 
drop measurements with boiling in diverging 
microchannel,’ Frontiers in Heat and Mass Transfer, 
Vol. 3, 013005 (1-7), 2012. 

...PUbLiCATiONS (in Peer-Reviewed Journals) ...PUbLiCATiONS (in Peer-Reviewed Journals)
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agrawal a, duryodhan Vs, and singh sG, ‘Pressure 
drop measurements with boiling in diverging 
microchannel,’ Frontiers in Heat and Mass Transfer,  
2012. 

V sarkar and sa Khaparde, ‘reactive power 
constrained oPf scheduling with 2d locational 
marginal pricing,’ IEEE Trans. Power Syst., vol. 28, 
no. 1, pp. 503-512, february 2013.

b ramaraju, el reddy, J Karuppiah, P Manoj Kumar 
reddy and Ch subrahmanyam, catalytic non-thermal 
plasma reactor for the decomposition of a mixture 
of volatile organic compounds, Journal of Chemical 
Sciences, 2013, 125, 673-678. 

sk Mahammadunnisa, P Manoj Kumar reddy,  
el reddy and Ch subrahmanyam, catalytic dbd 
plasma reactor for co oxidation by in-situ n2o 
decomposition, catalysis today, 2013, 211, 53-57. 

s Mahammadunnisa, P Manoj Kumar reddy, b 
ramaraju, Ch subrahmanyam, catalytic nonthermal 
Plasma reactor for dry reforming of Methane, energy 
& fuels, 2013, doI: 10.1021/ef302193e.

linga reddy, J Karuppiah and Ch subrahmanyam, 
Kinetics of decomposition of hydrogen sulfide in a 
dbd plasma reactor operated at high temperature, 
Journal of energy chemistry, 2013, 22, 382-386.

P Manoj Kumar reddy, s Mahammadunnisa,  
b ramaraju, b sreedhar, Ch subrahmanyam, low-
cost adsorbents from bio-waste for the removal of 
dyes from aqueous solution, environmental science 
and Pollution research, 2013, 20, 4111-4124. 

Kishor naktode, ravi K Kottalanka, salil K Jana, 
and tarun K Panda, synthesis and crystal structure 
study of sodium and calcium complexes of n-(2, 
6-dimethylphenyl) diphenylphosphinic amide ligand, 
Z. anorg. allg. chem. 2013, 639, 999-1003.

bhattacharyya D, allison M, Webb Z, Zanatta g, 
singh Ks, and grant s (2013). treatment of an 
Industrial Wastewater containing acrylic acid and 
formaldehyde in an anaerobic Membrane bio-reactor. 
Journal of hazardous, toxic, and radioactive Waste, 
asce, Vol.17, no.1, 74-79.

carloni c, and subramaniam KV, ‘application of 
fracture Mechanics to debonding of frP from rc 
Members,’ acI sP 286-10, a fracture approach for 
frP-concrete structures, ed. c carloni and Maria 
lopez, May 2012, pp. 1-16

Jancy fathima, Umashankar balunaini and Madhira r 
Madhav. ‘bulging behavior of floating granular Pile’, 
Indian geotechnical conference, new delhi, 2012, 
pp. 404-407.

Umashankar balunaini, hari Prasad c, Madhira r 
Madhav. ‘Modeling reinforcement-soil Interactions 
under oblique or transverse forces- a review’, 
asiafuge-2012, IIt Mumbai, 2012, pp. 89-94.

Madhav Mr, Umashankar b, and sireesh s (2013) 
‘analyzing ground-beyond Mechanistic approach’, 
In the Proc. of 4th International seminar on forensic 
geotechnical engineering (4Isfge), edt. babu gls, 
rao VVs, Madhav, Mr, 10-12 January 2013, bengaluru, 
India, pp. 216-224.

sireesh saride and Maheshbabu J (2012), ‘a 
combined ground Improvement technique to 
facilitate rapid construction of embankment on 
soft soils’. Proc. of the International conference on 
ground Improvement and ground control (IcgI 2012), 
university of Wollongong, australia, 30/10 - 2/11 
2012, Wollongong, australia. Paper no: 01-0118,  
pp. 459-464. (edts. b Indraratna, cholachat, J Vinod).

pUBlications  
(presented at peer-reviewed conferences)

sireesh s, Maheshbabu Jallu, and anand J Puppala 
(2012) ‘stability of a highway embankment on 
a combined dsM-PVd treated soft ground’, In 
the proceedings of 4th International congress on 
computational Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 
2012), hyderabad, 9-12 december 2012, book of 
abstracts, page 76.

someswara rao t, and sireesh s, (2012) ‘constitutive 
Models in asphalt Mixes for Predicting asphalt 
Pavement fatigue life for highways’, In the 
proceedings of 4th International congress on 
computational Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 
2012), hyderabad, 9-12 december 2012, book of 
abstracts, page 30.

sireesh s, Madhav Mr, and faby Mole Pa (2012) 
‘Prediction of nonlinear behavior of geocell 
reinforced foundations’, In the proceedings of Indian 
geotechnical conference (Igc 2012), new delhi, 13-
15 december, 2012, pp. f735-738.

suraj Vedhapatak, sireesh s, Vijay Kumar r, and hari 
Kishore K (2012) ‘behavior of geojute reinforced 
Sand Subgrades under Repeated Traffic Loading’, In 
the proceedings of Indian geotechnical conference 
(Igc 2012), new delhi, 13-15 december, 2012, pp. 
1007-1010

umesh bassapa and amirtham rajagopal, higher 
order natural element analysis of cahn- hilliard 
phase field model for strongly anisotropic systems, 
In proceedings of World congress on computational 
mechanics, WccM 2012, 8-13 July 2012, sao Paulo, 
brazil, Paper Id 18589, page 134-135.

Mahendra Kumar Pal and amirtham rajagopal, 
Multiscale failure modelling of composites using 
generalized finite element method, Proceedings of 
applied mechanics and mathematics, Special Issue: 
83rd Annual Meeting of the International Association 
of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics (GAMM), 
Darmstadt 2012; editors: h.-d. alber, n. Kraynyukova 
and c. tropea, PAMM, 12(1), pages 453-454.

nitin Kumar and amirtham rajagopal, Plasticity 
based composite interface model for failure 
modelling of Masonry, in the proceedings of 4th 
International congress on computational Mechanics 
and simulation (IccMs 2012), hyderabad, 9-12 
december 2012, book of abstracts, page 153.

Madhukar somireddy and amirtham rajagopal, 
adaptive natural neighbour galerkin method for the 
analysis of plates and laminates., In the proceedings 
of 4th International congress on computational 

Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 2012), hyderabad, 
9-12 december 2012, book of abstracts, page 153.

Mahendra Kumar Pal and amirtham rajagopal, 
Generalized finite element method for fracture 
analysis, In the proceedings of 4th International 
congress on computational Mechanics and simulation 
(IccMs 2012), hyderabad, 9-12 december 2012, book 
of abstracts, page 132.

anand hs, Vidyacharan s, duddu s, sharada, 
Microwave assisted highly regio- and stereoselective 
Synthesis of [a]-annulated pyrazolo pyrroloindoles 
via Intramolecular 1,3-dipolar azomethine imine 
cycloadditions, national Poster symposium on 
organic / medicinal chemistry IIct, hyderabad,  
15 december, 2012, pp. 2.

sajin g george, Manish Meshram, Pankaj, Palli 
srinivas, suhash r Dey (2013), friction stir welding of 
aluminum 6082 with mild steel and its joint analyses, 
IcMPc 2013, 2nd annual International conference 
on Materials Processing and characterization, 
grIet hyderabad, Published in International 
Journal of advanced Materials Manufacturing and 
characterization 3, 2013, 189-193 (http://dx.doi.
org/10.11127/ijammc.2013.02.033).

rajamallu K, Manish K niranjan and suhash r Dey 
(2013), concept of designing novel beta-titanium 
alloys using first-principles calculations, ACE-2013, 
International conference on advances in chemical 
engineering, IIt roorkee, conference Proceedings, 
Paper# 0257.

Palli srinivas and suhash r Dey, (2013), 
combinatorial pulsed electrodeposition of binary 
ni-cu alloys, ELAC-2013, fifth Iseac triennial 
International conference on advances and recent 
trends in electrochemistry, hyderabad, conference 
proceedings, pp. 337-340.

sreekanth Mandati, bulusu V sarada, suhash r Dey 
and shrikant V Joshi, (2013), Pulse electrodeposition 
and characterization of CIGS thin-films for solar 
applications, ELAC-2013, fifth Iseac triennial 
International conference on advances and recent 
trends in electrochemistry, hyderabad, conference 
proceedings, pp. 558-561.

swetarekha ram and V Kanchana, ‘fermi surface 
studies of co-based heusler alloys: ab-initio study’, 
solid state Physics: Proceedings of the 57th dae solid 
state Physics symposium 2012,  Indian Institute of 
technology, bombay, Mumbai, India, 2012, aIP conf. 
Proc. 1512, (2013) 1102.

...RESEARCh PAPERS (Presented at Peer-Reviewed Conferences)...PUbLiCATiONS (in Peer-Reviewed Journals)
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sr Krishnan, l fechner, M Kremer, V sharma,  
b fischer, n camus, J Jha, M Krishnamurthy, t Pfeifer, 
r Moshammer, J ullrich, f stienkemeier, and  
M Mudrich, Ignition of doped helium nanodroplets in 
Intense few-cycle laser Pulses, Proceedings of the  
12th International conference on Multiphoton 
Processes (IcoMP12) and the 3rd International 
conference on attosecond Physics (atto3),  
springer Proceedings in Physics: optics and laser, 
125, (2012), 385.

nallmekala KK; sivakumar K, ‘A five-level inverter 
topology for four pole induction motor drive 
with single dc link,’ Environment and Electrical 
Engineering (EEEIC), 2012 11th International 
Conference, pp.84,89, 18-25 May 2012

sumohana channappayya, sivaramakrishna 
Vanjari, nagaraj Mahajan, ravi chandra reddy 
donapati, ashutosh richhariya, Jay chhablani, ‘an 
automated algorithm for blood Vessel count and area 
Measurement in 2-d choroidal scan Images’,  
35th annual International Ieee eMbs conference,  
3-7 July 2013, osaka, Japan.

ds srikanth reddy, rr tamboli, s Jana, ‘universal 
nonuniform sampling of ecg signals: opportunities 
and obstacles,’ Biomedical Engineering International 
Conference (BMEiCON), 2012, pp.1,5, 5-7 december 
2012.

Modem sudhakar,  Kiran Kumar Vupparaboina, 
soumya Jana, ‘Parameterized estimation of common 
motion for image and depth sequences,’ National 
Conference on Communications (NCC), 2013, pp.1,5, 
15-17 february 2013.

deshmukh aniket anand, soumya Jana, 
‘chronology of sanskrit texts: an information-
theoretic corroboration,’National Conference 
on Communications (NCC), 2013, pp.1,5, 15-17 
february 2013.

P gupta, Pooja, K Kaushik, s de, s Jana, ‘feasibility 
analysis on integrated recharging and data collection 
in pollution sensor networks,’ National Conference 
on Communications (NCC), 2013, pp.1,5, 15-17 
february 2013.

Md azahar ali, Pratima r solanki, Manoj K Patel, 
hemantdhayani,VedVarun agrawal, renu John and 
Bansi D Malhotra, ‘A highly efficient microfluidic 
nano biochip based on nanostructured nickel oxide’, 
nanoscale 5, 2883 (2013).

Md. azahar ali, saurabh srivastava, Pratima r 
solanki, VedVarun agrawal, renu John, and bansi d 
Malhotra, nanostructured anatase-titanium dioxide 
based platform for application to microfluidics 
cholesterol biosensor, appl. Phys. lett. 101, 084105 
(2012).

renu John, steven g adie, eric J chaney, Marina 
Marjanovic, K tangella, and stephen a boppart, 
‘three-dimensional optical coherence tomography 
for optical biopsy of lymph nodes and assessment 
of metastatic disease’, annals of surgical oncology, 
2012) doI: 10.1245/s10434-012-2434-z. 

...RESEARCh PAPERS (Presented at Peer-Reviewed Conferences)

dr  anindya roy, dbt, role of hypoxia in dna damage 
and repair, 2013-16, rs 41 lakhs.

dr nK raghavendra, dbt, design and development 
of Inhibitors of human ledgf/p75 and hIV Integrase 
Interaction for Efficient Reduction of Viral Gene 
expression; 2013-16, rs 77.83 lakhs.

dr nK raghavendra, dbt, Molecular determinants of 
catalytically Inactive Variants, MMs2 and ueV1a, for 
specificity of UBC13-E3 Ligase Interaction in Signaling 
Innate Immune response and Post-replication dna 
repair, 2013-16, rs 26.678 lakhs. 

dr thenmalarchelvi rathinavelan, dbt, structural 
insights into rna duplexes comprising trinucleotide 
repeat expansions and their implications in 
alternative splicing misregulation by Mbnl1,  
2013-16, rs 41.81 lakhs. 

dr anand Mohan, dst (fasttrack scheme for young 
Scientists), Computational simulation of blood flow 
in stenosed geometry: Insights into the progress of 
atherosclerosis, 12/2012 to 11/2015, rs 11.64 lakhs.

dr narasimha Mangadoddy, national Mineral 
development corporation (nMdc)-hyderabad,  
Improving the efficiency of dense medium cyclone  
separating the high ngM coal samples using gPu 
based cfd and PePt methods, 3 years, 1.99 crores.

dr subramaniam KV, dst, development and 
evaluation of self-curing, user friendly geopolymers 
for structural applications, 2013-16, rs 79.57 lakhs.

dr b. umashankar, department of science & 
technology, restrained earth structures for 
sustainable Infrastructure, 2012-14, rs 22.4 lakhs. 

dr sireesh saride, department of science and 
technology (dst), ‘dynamic behavior of geocell 
reinforced Pavement subbase and subgrade layers’, 
fast track scheme for young scientists, 2012-15,  
rs 22 lakhs. 

dr amirtham rajagopal, dst, ‘Multiscale modeling of 
damage in materials’, fast track scheme for young 
scientists 2012-15, rs 8.68 lakhs.  

dr amirtham rajagopal, defence research 
development organization (aeronautical research 
and development board), ‘Isogeometric Meshfree 
analysis of composite Plates’, 2011-13,  
rs 6.32 lakhs.

dr suriya Prakash, dst,  resilient and sustainable 
fiber engineered Masonry systems for rural India,  
2012-17, rs 25 lakhs.

dr shashidhar t, dst fast track, Permeable  
biobarrier to contain cr(VI) in contaminated aquifers, 
3 years, rs 11.1 lakhs.

dr shashidhar t, centre for World solidarity (cWs), 
digital hydro-geologic and groundwater Quality 
framework Modeling–a case of six gram Panchayats 
in Warangal and anantapur districts, andhra Pradesh,  
1.5 year, rs 18 lakhs.

dr haripriya narasimhan, Wellcome trust (uK)  
‘a disease of globalisation? exploring discourse on 
type 2 diabetes in chennai, India duration, 2012-15, 
rs 4.52 lakhs.

Prof eswaran (co-PI: dr asudeb dutta, dr Ketan, 
dr raja banerjee, and dr b Venkatesham), MceMe, 
secunderabad, design and development of a system 
for IcV bMP II for condition-based Monitoring (cbM)  
in a networked environment, March-2013-feb 2014, 
rs 47 lakhs.

Prof eswaran (co-PI: dr asudeb dutta, dr Ketan,  
dr raja banerjee, and dr b Venkatesham), 
refurbishment of brdM-2 Vehicle, MceMe, 
secunderabad, dec-2012-dec 2013, 39 lakhs.

dr ramji M, Indian space research organization 
(ISRO), Whole field strain measurement using Digital 
Reflection Photoelasticity, 2012-14, Rs 12.9 Lakhs.

dr bheemarjuna reddy tamma, KddI r&d 
laboratories, Inc., Japan, Multi-link communication 
technology, april 2012 to March 2013, usd 15,000.

dr bheemarjuna reddy tamma, uurmi systems, 
hyderabad, Wireless networks, January 2013 to 
december 2014, rs 7,20,000. 

Dr Tarun K Panda, Council of Scientific & Industrial 
research (csIr), novel Pincer ligands in lanthanide 
chemistry when the donor atoms play the key role in 
the catalysis, rs 11.00 lakhs.

dr sharada s, csIr, new synthetic Methods for 
the synthesis of novel heterocylic compounds via 
Multicomponent & cycloaddition reactions, 3 years, 
rs 14.00 lakhs.

FUnDeD research proJects 2012-13
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dr suhash ranjan dey, ‘feasibility studies on joining 
austenitic stainless steel with other application-
based alloys using friction stir welding process’; 
funding agency: brns, dae, rs 13.65 lakhs serc-dst, 
Synthesis and Sintering of Ultrafine Grained MAX 
Phase compounds, 3 years, rs 49 lakhs.

narendra sahu, one project is granted by dst for 
three years. title: ‘asymmetric inert fermion doublet 
dark matter (dM) and its probe at ongoing dM search 
experiments’, rs 16.5 lakhs.

dr Kiran Kuchi, samsung usa, Performance limits of 
cloud radio, december 2012 to dec 2014, usd 100K.

dr rajalakshmi, dit, Iot for smarter healthcare,  
3 years, rs 3.96 crores.

dr rajalakshmi, KddI Japan, Mobile sensor networks, 
1 year, usd 25000.

dr sri Murty Kodukula, dIt,  Prosodically guided 
Phonetic engine for searching speech databases in 
Indian languages, 2 years, rs 60.2 lakhs.

dr sri Murty Kodukula, speech Ware net, ‘i-vector 
based speaker recognition system’, 6 months,  
rs 2.5 lakhs. 

dr sri Murty Kodukula, speech Ware net, ‘Keyword 
spotting in telugu’, 6 months, rs 2.25 lakhs.

dr sri Murty Kodukula, speech Ware net, ‘Keyword 
spotting in Indian english’, 6 months, rs 2.25 lakhs. 

dr sg singh, dIt, low temperature and low 
pressure Cu-Cu fine pitch bonding for vertical (3-D) 
integration, 3 years, rs 279 lakhs.

dr Vaskar sarkar, hitachi India limited, Microgrid,  
oct. 2012-March 2013, rs 20 lakhs.

dr soumya Jana, dIt, govt of India – Indo-us project: 
green sensor network for aIr quality support 
(genIus), 2 years, rs 63 lakhs.

dr ashudeb dutta, McIt dIt, Iot for smarter health 
care, 3 years, rs 392 lakhs.

dr ashudeb dutta, anurag, drdo, design & layout 
of low noise receiver frontend in 65nm rf cMos 
Process technology, 2 years, rs 9.98 lakhs.

dr ashudeb dutta, rcI, IndIa, design and fabrication 
of MeMs phase shifter, 15 months, rs 9.98 lakhs.

dr ashudeb dutta, austria Microsystem, Multi-input 
Multioutput MIMo with low ripple dc-dc converter for 
automobile application, Phd student fellowship.

dr ashudeb dutta, redpinesignals, Microscale energy 
harvesting dc-dc converter for Wifi chip (sponsored 
Mtech), M.tech student fellowship awards.

dr renu John, dst, 3-d Volumetric Imaging of cells 
using digital holographic Microscopy with nanometric 
sensitivity, 2012-15, rs 35 lakhs.

FUNdEd RESEARCh PROJECTS 2012-13

aravind Kumar M and raghavendra nK; Molecular 
determinants of catalytically inactive variants, 
MMS2 and UEV1A, for specificity of UBC13; Held 
at taj gateway, Jodhpur, rajasthan, organized by 
Indiabioscience, 10-14 february. 

Prasanna redapangu, Pratap Vanka, Kirti chandra 
Sahu, A study of pressure-driven displacement flow 
of two immiscible liquids using a multiphase lattice 
boltzmann approach, 65th annual Meeting of the aPs 
division of fluid dynamics, san diego, california, 18-
20 november 2012.

Kirti chandra sahu and rama govindarajan, linear 
stability of double-diffusive two-fluid channel flow, 
65th annual Meeting of the aPs division of fluid 
dynamics, san diego, california, 18-20 november 
2012.

Manoranjan Mishra, anne de Wit and Kirti chandra 
sahu, double diffusive effects between two miscible 
fluid flows in a channel, 65th annual Meeting of the 
aPs division of fluid dynamics, san diego, california 
18-20 november 2012.

george Karapetsas, Kirti chandra sahu and omar K 
Matar, thermocapillary motion of a droplet on an 
inclined plate, 65th annual Meeting of the aPs division 
of fluid dynamics, san diego, california, 18-20 
november 2012.

ds Monder, K Karan, an atomistic model for 
sulfur poisoning of sofc anodes, International 
symposium on simulations and Measurements for 
electrochemistry in solid oxide fuel cells 2013, tokyo, 
March 2013.

Kishalay Mitra, Parameteric sensitivity through 
evolutionary optimization under uncertainty 
approach, genetic algorithms in Materials design and 
Processing, 20th conference on computer Methods in 
Materials technology (KomPlastech 2013), Zakopane, 
Poland, 13-16 January 2013.

Kishalay Mitra, optimization Methods and its 
application to Process Industries, aditya birla group 
simulation conference - 2012, Mumbai, 6 december 
2012.

Kishalay Mitra, optimal Process conditions for the 
controlled branching of Polymer: Multi-objective 

evolutionary approach, third International 
conference on natural Polymers & biomaterials (IcnP 
– 2012), Kottayam, Kerala, India, 26-28 october 2012,

ravi gujjula, narasimha M, cfd modeling of gas-solid 
flow patterns in an internally circulating fluidized bed 
with a draft tube, IccMs 2012, novotel,  
7-9 december 2012

balraju Vadlakonda, narasimha M, simulating water-
air dispersive flow in Bubble column and Column 
Flotation using Two-fluid model, ICCMS 2012, Novotel, 
7-9 december 2012 

narasimha M, cfd Modelling for coal Preparation 
Industries: exploration of new designs, Invited talk 
at national seminar on coal Preparation technology-
cPt-2013, dhanbad, 22-24 february 2013. 

narasimha M, Multi-phase cfd modelling in Minerals 
processing: a few case studies, Invited talk at 
ceracaM, university of cape town, 12 May 2012.

Vishnu P yadav, sunil K Maity, debaprasad shee, 
Etherification of Glycerol with Ethanol Using Cation 
exchange resin. cheMcon, dr br ambedkar national 
Institute of technology, Punjab, India, 2012.

Vimala dhanala, sunil K Maity, debaprasad shee, 
Vinod M Janardhanan, steam reforming of Isobutanol 
for the Production of synthesis gas over ni/al2o3 
catalyst. cheMcon, dr br ambedkar national 
Institute of technology, Punjab, India, 2012.

Pankaj Kumar, sudhakara reddy yenumala, sunil 
K Maity, debaprasad shee hydrodeoxygenation 
of stearic acid using supported nickel alumina 
catalysts. cheMcon, dr br ambedkar national 
Institute of technology, Punjab, India, 2012.

PV chandra sekhar, debaprasad shee, sunil Kumar 
Maity, hydrodeoxygenation of 1-octanol. cheMcon, 
dr br ambedkar national Institute of technology, 
Punjab, India, 2012.

sudhakara reddy yenumala, sunil K. Maity, reforming 
of Vegetable oil: a thermodynamic equilibrium 
analysis. International conference on advances in 
chemical engineering (ace 2013), IIt roorkee, India, 
2013.

presentations 
(at national / international conferences and reputed institutes) 
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Vishnu P yadav, sunil K Maity, debaprasad shee, 
Utilization of glycerol: etherification with ethanol. 
International conference on advances in chemical 
engineering (ace 2013), IIt roorkee, India, 2013. 

Prashil lakhete, Vinod M Janardhanan, Modeling 
and controlling catalytic plate reactor for fuel cell 
application, MacKie 2013, IItM, India, 3-4 february 
2013. 

srinivas appari, olaf deutschmann, Vinod M 
Janardhanan, Microkinetic modeling of catalyst 
poisoning and regeneration during biogas reforming, 
Iscre-22, Maastricht, the netherlands, 2-5 september 
2012.

anitha M, tinkle, chugh, Kishalay, Mitra, saptarshi, 
Majumdar, effect of live radical species In 
controlled branching of bulk free radical 
Polymerization system: a Multi objective evolutionary 
approach, International conference on advances in 
chemical engineering (ace 2013), IIt roorkee, India, 
22-24 february 2013.

dr subramaniam, KV, Precast bridges Post-tensioned 
for continuity: review and case study, International 
conference cum exhibition entitled ‘Implementation 
challenges in Precast construction for buildings and 
Infrastructure Projects’, IcIcPc-2013, gVP college of 
engineering, Visakhapatnam, 22-23 april 2013.

dr subrahmaniam KV,  cementing the future: 
sustainable construction Materials, national 
conference on sustainable construction Materials 
and technologies (scMat), national Institute of 
technology Warangal, 15-16 March 2013. 

dr. subramaniam, KV fluid-structure Interaction in 
blast analysis of structures, International conference 
on computational Mechanics and simulation, IIt 
hyderabad, 2012.

dr. subramaniam, KV sustainable Infrastructure 
development: an Indian Perspective, csur-ut 
International Workshop agenda for sustainable asian 
cities and regions, the university of tokyo, tokyo, 
Japan, 30 november - 4 december 2012.

umashankar balunaini, soil Investigations and 
ground Improvement techniques in Infrastructure 
development, engineering staff college of India, escI 
campus, hyderabad, 2012.

umashankar balunaini, soil Investigation, testing an 
Interpretation of results & foundations, national 
academy of construction, hyderabad, 2012.

umashankar balunaini, application of Plaxis Programs 
for geotechnical design, organized by Plaxis asiaPac 
& ramcaddys, the Park hotel, hyderabad, 2013.

sireesh saride, Vijay rayabharapu and suraj 
Vedpathak (2012) resilient behavior of Planar geo-
jute reinforced sand subgrades, In the proceedings 
of asiafuge 2012, Indian Institute of technology 
bombay, Mumbai- 400076, India, 14-16 november 
2012.

amirtham rajagopal and umesh bassappa, higher 
order natural element analysis of cahn- hilliard phase 
field model for strongly anisotropic systems, World 
congress on computational mechanics, WccM 2012, 
8-13 July 2012, sao Paulo, brazil.

amirtham rajagopal and Mahendra Kumar Pal, 
Generalized finite element method for fracture 
analysis, 4th International congress on computational 
Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 2012), IIt 
hyderabad, 9-12 december 2012.

debraj bhattacharyya, treatment of Industrial 
Wastewaters using anaerobic Membrane bioreactors, 
nIt calicut, Kozhikode, July 2012.

debraj bhattacharyya, degradation of textile dyes 
and color removal in advanced bioreactors systems, 
nIt calicut, Kozhikode, July 2012.

suriya Prakash s, KVl subramaniam, towards damage-
based design approach for rc bridge columns under 
combined loading using smart sensors, International 
Workshop on smart Materials and structures, IIsc 
bangalore, 26-30 June 2012.

shashidhar thatikonda, Integrated Management of 
degraded soils and land conservation for reuse, 
conference on environmental resource conservation 
reduce, reuse and recycle, cII andhra Pradesh, hotel 
Itc Kakatiya: hyderabad, 20 december 2012

shashidhar thatikonda, contaminant transport 
Modeling-an overview, training programme on 
‘remediation technology and Modelling of assessment 
of ground Water contamination’, ngrI campus, 
hyderabad, 21-25 January 2013 

KbVn Phanindra, ‘geo-statistical applications in 
modeling Groundwater Profile’, Invited Lecture, 
national geophysical research Institute (ngrI), 
hyderabad, January 2013.

KbVn Phanindra, ‘Modeling surface water – 
groundwater Interaction’, Invited lecture, national 
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geophysical research Institute (ngrI), hyderabad, 
January 2013.

KbVn Phanindra, ‘geo-statistical applications in 
modeling Groundwater Profile’, Invited Lecture, 
MVgr college of engineering, Vizianagaram, aP, 
february 2013.

badri narayan rath, the determinants of Ict 
diffusion in emerging Market economies: Is there 
evidence of convergence club?, 27th International 
conference of the american committee for asian 
economic studies, deakin university, Melbourne,  
26-27 october 2012. 

badri narayan rath, seema narayan, Paresh Kumar 
narayan, evidence of Wagner’s law from Indian 
states, 49th annual conference of the Indian 
econometrics society (tIes), Patna university, Patna, 
9-11 January 2013. 

debi Prasad bal, badri narayan rath, the Impact of 
Public debt and tfP growth on economic growth 
in India, 49th annual conference of the Indian 
econometrics society (tIes), Patna university, Patna, 
9-11 January 2013.    

haripriya narasimhan, asking for directions to 
a journey not taken: diabetes and health care 
communication in chennai. conference - Paper 
presented at the International conference on 
rural south asia: Imaging heritage and Progress, 
department of history, babasaheb ambedkar 
Marathwada university, aurangabad, India.  
4-7 January 2013.

haripriya narasimhan, everyone is a doctor in 
this country: looking at clinical encounters at 
a biomedical health care facility in chennai, 
conference - the national seminar on ‘health 
cultures and tribal communities: emerging 
research agenda and Policy shifts’, department of 
anthropology, university of hyderabad, India, year- 
2-4 January 2013.

Mahati chittem & butow P, Role of culture in 
understanding and dealing with families’ requests 
for cancer nondisclosure: A qualitative study with 
Western and non-Western born oncologists. Paper 
presented at the International Psycho-oncology 
society 14th World congress, brisbane, australia. 
(2012)

Mahati chittem, norman P, & harris P Reasons for 
and for not disclosing, illness perceptions, and 

psychological adjustment in Indian caregivers of 
cancer patients. Paper presented at the International 
Psycho-oncology society 14th World congress, 
brisbane, australia. (2012). 

Shubha, Ranganathan, Beyond ‘cure’ and ‘efficacy’: 
ritual healing and possession in the Mahanubhav sect 
in Maharashtra, India, 22nd european conference on 
south asian studies, lisbon, Portugal, July 2012.

shubha, ranganathan, god’s hospitals with no 
Superstitions! On the place of healing shrines 
in India, seminar on Health Cultures and Tribal 
Communities: Emerging research agenda and Policy 
Shifts, department of anthropology, school of social 
sciences, university of hyderabad, January 2013.

shubha, ranganathan, invited plenary talk on The 
politics of ‘indigenous healing’: A study of the Mira 
Datar dargah in Gujarat, International conference 
on rural south asia: Imaging heritage and Progress, 
department of history and ancient Indian culture, 
dr. babasaheb ambedkar Marathwada university, 
aurangabad, January 2013.

KP Prabheesh, optimum international reserves 
and sovereign risk: evidence from India, ‘the 27th 
International conference of the american committee 
for asian economic studies (acaes)’, deakin 
university, Melbourne, australia, 26-27 october 2012.

chatterjee, srirupa. ‘eluding ‘Interpretation and 
appropriation’: silence in Black Girl / White 
Girl.’ conference titled ‘the road not taken’: 
explorations in narrative refusals, disnarration, 
and counterfactual histories. Indian Institute of 
technology bombay, India, 1-2 March 2013. 

Chatterjee, Srirupa. ‘Self-Affirmation through Pain 
in Joyce carol oates’s Man Crazy.’ conference 
titled Paranoia and Pain: embodied in Psychology, 
literature, and bioscience. university of liverpool, 
liverpool, united Kingdom, 2-4 april 2012

rP Kumar, cyber-Physical robotic systems: 
applications and challenges, anniversary symposium 
on cyber-Physical systems, Indian Institute of 
science, bangalore, 8 november 2012.

Kashfuddoja M and ramji M, Parametric study 
on patch repaired cfrP laminates using fea, 
WeMeP-2012, hyderabad, India, 22-23 november 
2012.

Kashfuddoja M and ramji M, 3-d progressive failure 
analysis of bonded patch repaired cfrP laminates 
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under tensile load, acMfMs-2012, IIt delhi, India,  
5-8 december 2012.

r srilakshmi and M ramji, Progressive damage 
analysis of adhesively bonded repairs using fea,  
4th International congress on computational 
Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 2012), IIt 
hyderabad, India, 9-12 december 2012.

Kashfuddoja M and Ramji M, Influence of Patch Shape 
on Performance evaluation of bonded repaired 
cfrP laminates, 4th International congress on 
computational Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 
2012), IIt hyderabad, India, 9-12 december 2012.

Vishwajeet s bhise, Mohammad Kashfuddoja, cP 
Vyasarayani and M ramji, optimization of composite 
Patch reinforcement to damaged cfrP laminates, 
4th International congress on computational 
Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 2012), IIt 
hyderabad, India, 9-12 december 2012.

Jabir ubaid, Mohammad Kashfuddoja and M ramji, 
strength Prediction of cfrP laminates With Multiple 
Interacting holes, 4th International congress on 
computational Mechanics and simulation (IccMs 
2012), IIt hyderabad, India, 9-12 december 2012.

Jabir ubaid and ramji M, Progressive failure analysis 
of composite Panel With two Interacting holes, 
International conference on advancements in 
Polymeric Materials (aPM 2013), 1-3 March lucknow, 
India, 2013.

Vishwajeet s bhise and ramji M, optimization 
of composite Patch reinforcement to damaged 
cfrP laminates: a numerical and experimental 
Investigation, International conference on 
advancements in Polymeric Materials (aPM 2013),  
1-3 March lucknow, India, 2013.

b Venkatesham, analysis of breakout noise from 
the coupled acoustic-structural hVac systems, 
Proceedings of nsa 2012, tiruchengode

nV reddy, Importance of data exchange format in 
Manufacturing, national conference  on ‘advances in 
Mechanical engineering & renewable energy’, cbIt, 
hyderabad, 25-26 March 2013.

nV reddy, flexible Manufacturing Processes, 
International conference on Materials Processing and 
characterization, grIet, hyderabad, 16-17 March 
2013.

K Pandey, Introduction to Micro and nanotechnolgy, 
Inspire science camp, rajdhani college, new delhi, 
25 January 2013. 

K Pandey, an overview of Micro and nanotechnolgy, 
Kl university, Vijayawada, 25 March 2013.

MV Panduranga Rao, Modeling and Verification 
of cyber Physical systems: the hybrid systems 
approach, Workshop on cPs, robert bosch centre for 
cyber Physical systems, IIsc bangalore.

MV Panduranga rao, Introduction to Quantum 
algorithms, research Promotion Workshop on 
Introduction to graph and geometric algorithms, bIts 
goa.

MV Panduranga Rao, Modeling and Verification of 
cyber Physical systems: two case studies, Workshop 
on cPs, IIt hyderabad.

anubhav Kumar Jain, Vaibhav garg, Karthik badam 
and Kotaro Kataoka, ‘a smartphone application 
for Victim Information gathering and exchange 
in Post-disaster situation’, acM asian Internet 
engineering conference (aIntec) 2012, 2012. (Poster 
Presentation).

tK Panda*, rK Kottalanka, novel Phosphinamine 
ligands and their Introduction into the alkalimetal 
and alkaline earth Metal chemistry, International 
symposium on organometallic chemistry (IsoMc), 
seoul national university, seoul, Korea, 1-3 november 
2012.

ravi Kumar K, Kishor naktode, and tarun K Panda*- 
new directions in chemical sciences (ndcs) - 2012, 
IIt delhi, 6-8 december 2012.

s anga, Kishor naktode, and tarun K Panda*- catalyst 
2013, Journey towards sustainability, dr. reddy’s 
chemistry conclave, hyderabad, 9-10 January 2013.

PP bhattacharjee, g dan sathiaraj, M Zaid, Jr 
gatti ‘evolution of microstructure and texture in a 
multicomponent co-cr-fe-Mn-ni high entropy alloy 
during thermo-mechanical processing’, IcMPc 2013, 
2nd annual International conference on Materials 
Processing and characterization, grIet hyderabad, 
16-17 March 2013.  

Jr gatti, PP bhattacharjee, n tsuji, ‘Microstructure, 
texture and hardness Properties of bulk 
Ultrafinegrained Al-2.5%Mg and Al-2.5%Mg-0.2%Sc 
alloys Processed by accumulative roll bonding (arb), 
Isrs 2012, International symposium for research 
scholars on Metallurgy, Materials science and 
engineering, IIt Madras.

Pankaj, suhash ranjan dey, responses from friction 
stir welding of dissimilar aluminum alloys with 

different pin shapes. (Invited Talk), 16th International 
conference on the strength of Materials (IcsMa 16), 
bengaluru (India), 19-24 august 2012.

bb Panigrahi and y. rajkumar, synthesis and sintering 
behaviour of Cr2AlC fine powder, Int. Conference on 
Powder Metallurgy, Pune, 7-9 february 2013.

ns reddy, bb Panigrahi, J Krishnaiah, Modeling 
mechanical properties of low carbon hot rolled 
steels, Int. conference on bio-Inspired computing: 
theories and applications, 14-16 december 2012, 
gwalior.

bb Panigrahi, transition Metal ternary carbides: 
new Metallic ceramics, Int. conference on advances 
in Materials and Processing: challenges and 
opportunities, roorkee, 2-4 november 2012.

bb Panigrahi, developing new class of ductile 
ceramics: MaX Phases, national conference on 
new Materials & Processes for Improving Quality of 
Infrastructure, hyderabad, 19-20 october 2012.

atul suresh deshpande, hierarchically structured 
materials: from basic understanding to design 
strategies, International conference on design of 
biomaterials (bInd-12), Indian Institute of science, 
bangalore, 9-11 december 2012.

V Kanchana, ‘fermi surface topology change in 
cu3au-type superconducting intermetallic under 
pressure’ at International symposium on science of 
clusters, nanoparticles, and nanoscale - Materials 
(socnaM) organized by central university of 
rajasthan and Virginia commonwealth university at 
Jaipur (rajasthan), India, 4-7 March 2013.

V Kanchana, ‘fermi surface topology change in 
superconducting intermetallics under pressure’, 
at electronic structure approaches to atoms, 
Molecules, clusters and solids, acrheM, university of 
hyderabad, India, 7-11 January 2013.

Prem Pal, silicon Micromachining in MeMs, national 
Workshop on research opportunities in Micro/nano 
systems, Kl university, Vaddeswaram, aP, 25-26 March 
2013. 

Manish niranjan, International conference of 
computational Mechanics and materials (IccMs)
hyderabad, december 2012.

narendra sahu, ‘unifying asymmetric inert 
fermion doublet dark matter and leptogenesis with 
neutrino mass’, presented at recontres du Vietnam 
International conference ‘beyond the standard model 

of particle physics, held at Quynhon, Vietnam, 15-21 
July 2012.

narendra sahu, ‘darko-lepto-genesis in light of 125 
geV higgs’, Invited talk presented at ‘higgstop 2013’ 
held at goa, India, 25-27 february 2013.

debasish chaudhuri ‘stochastic thermodynamics of 
brownian Motors’ at saha Institute of nuclear Physics, 
Kolkata.

V sharma, attosecond correlated dynamics of 
two electrons, (Invited talk) in national laser 
symposium-21, barc, Mumbai, 2013.

V sharma, dynamics of autoionizing states of o2, 
university of duisburg, duisburg, germany, 2012.

s narayana Jammalamdaka Magnetic Materials and 
data storage, dP somayaji memorial physics lecture 
at siddhartha mahila kalasala, Vijayawada, 
31 october 2012.

s narayana Jammalamdaka ferromagnetism and 
dynamic response of graphene nanoribbons at 
department of Physics, Pondicherry university,  
15 March 2013.

J Mohanty and s eisebitt, finite difference 
micromagnetics of nanostructured magnetic element, 
talk:IccMs 2012, hyderabad, India, 09-12 december 
2012.

J Mohanty: Magnetism at nanoscale: nano-small 
meets ultra-fast, defense Metallurgical research 
laboratory, hyderabad, India, september 2012.

J Mohanty: nanomagnetism, aV college, hyderabad, 
India, february 2013.

r ramu naidu, cs sastry, PV Jampana, ‘sparse 
description of linear systems and application in 
computerized tomography,’ In proc. of Int. conf. 
linear algebra, IIt guwahati, January 2013.

d sukumar,  banach algebras, Workshop on spectral 
theorem  at  nIt Karnataka,  surathkal, Karnataka,  
2013.

P rajalakshmi, ‘Iot – ehealth’, Iuatc Workshop, 
cambridge, uK, september 2012

P rajalakshmi, ‘Iot – ehealth, handhelad 
ultrasound’, Iuatc Workshop, IIt Mandi, february 
2013.

P rajalakshmi, ‘Wireless air Pollution Monitoring 
system’, andhra university, Vishakapatnam, March 
2013.
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detroja KP & gudi rd (2012), fault Isolability analysis 
based on steady state fault signatures, Proceedings 
of 11th International conference on environment and 
electrical engineering (eeeIc-2012), Venice, Italy.

K sri rama Murty ‘feature extraction from speech 
signals’ at osmania university, 2012.

K sri rama Murty ‘acoustic theory of speech 
Production’ at nIt Warangal, 2013.

gVV sharma, Performance of Ml-df cooperative 
systems, srM university, chennai, 2013.

siva rama Krishna Vanjari, ‘Surface modification 
methodologies for Lab-on-chip applications’, Invited 
lecture, ‘recent developments in electro-analytical 
techniques’ (rdet – 2012) national seminar, sK 
university, anantapur, 5 october 2012.

renu John, ‘biomedical engineering in India: future 
perspectives’,  university college of engineering (a), 
osmania university, MedItech 2013,  8-9 March 2013.

renu John, ‘optical molecular imaging, recent trends 
and challenges’ Workshop on bio-Imaging and signal 
processing, IIt delhi, organized by ge technology 
center and fItt, IIt delhi, 12 october 2012.  

frederick south, Marina Marjanovic, renu John, 
steven g adie, eric J chaney, Krishnarao V. tangella, 
Partha ray, John brockenbrough, guillermo l Monroy, 
Jessica c hsu, stephen a boppart, ‘assessment of 
the progression of lymph node metastases using 
three-dimensional optical coherence tomography’, 
american association for cancer research (aacr) 
annual Meet 31 March - 4 april, chicago, Illinois, 
2012.

one-day Indo-us Workshop on ‘strides in Infra 
development on expansive and soft soils (IDEaS 
2012), IIt hyderabad, 27 June 2012.

International congress on computational Mechanics 
and simulation (IccMs 2012), hyderabad, India,  
9-12 december 2012.

three days Indo-Japan i.school Workshop on 
‘foresight India’, i.school workshop 2012, jointly 
organized by the university of tokyo and the Indian 

Institute of technology hyderabad at IIt hyderabad, 
13-15 september 2012.

ramanujan memorial symposium-2012 was organized 
by the department of Mathematics in december 
2012.

two-day Workshop on cyber Physical systems, IIt 
hyderabad, March 2013.

conFerences orGaniZeD at iith

noise & Vibration course for advanced engineering 
team, completed, Ingersoll Rand India, bangalore, 
4-7 July 2012.

Powertrain nVh, Industrial training course, 
completed, Eaton Pvt. Ltd, Pune, May 2012.

Powertrain nVh, Industrial training course, 
completed, araI, Pune, and december 2012.

noise & Vibration course, hyderabad technology 
centre, ge energy, and december 2012.

fundamental noise & Vibration, Industrial training 
course, completed, tVs Motor company, hosur, and 
february 2013.

cep coUrses

challenGe lectUres at iith

‘Ultra-strong and extra-Ductile materials: a Gift 
of nanotechnology’, Prof anantha Padmanabhan, 
Professor of eminence, anna university, chennai,  
4 april 2012. 

‘mathematical modeling and numerical simulations 
Using finite element method’, Prof Jn reddy, 
Professor and Inaugural holder of the oscar s Wyatt 
endowed chair in Mechanical engineering at texas 
a&M university, college station, texas, 8 august 
2012.

‘Probabilistic methods in Cancer biology’,  
Prof M Vidyasagar, frs, cecil & Ida green Professor, 
head bioengineering department, the university of 
texas at dallas, 22 august 2012. 

‘Revisiting Newton’s Laws: Possible Modification 
and amazing Cosmological Consequences’, Prof 
amitabha ghosh, Platinum Jubilee senior scientist 
of the national academy of sciences India & hon. 
distinguished Professor, bengal engineering & science 
university, shibpur, 17 october 2012.

‘how Can you become a Champion innovator’,  
dr hemant Kanakia, President, Kanakia Ventures llc, 
30 January 2013. 

‘indigenous technology in a Globalized World: a 
Case study’ or ‘resolving atoms in our backyards’, 
Prof deshdeep sahdev, department of Physics, IIt 
Kanpur, 20 february 2013. 

‘Chemical industry (Ci): retrospect and Prospect’, 
Prof MM sharma, frs, emeritus Professor of 
eminence, Institute of chemical technology, Mumbai, 
Kothari research Professor, Jawaharlal nehru centre 
for Advanced Scientific Research, Member, Scientific 
advisory council to the Prime Minister, chairman, 
board of governors, IIt Madras, 6 March 2013. 

‘mathemagical black holes, Chaos and fractals’, 
Prof aK Mallik, Insa senior scientist, honorary 
distinguished Professor, bengal engineering and 
science university shibpur, 20 March 2013. 

inviteD talKs at iith

novel insights into regulation of alternative  
nf-kb signaling: a promising step towards 
understanding Lymphoid malignancies,  
dr sivakumar Vallabhapurapu, university of 
cincinnati, usa. 

Understanding the molecular mechanisms of  
cancer metastasis, dr divijendra natha reddy, 
sirigiri, department of biochemistry and Mol biology 
george Washington university.

Characterization and therapeutic targeting of ets 
negative Prostate Cancer, dr bushra ateeq, Michigan 
center for translational Pathology, ann arbor, usa.

mechanistic insights into the histone code 
and cytosine methylated Dna read-out and 

interpretation by chromatin associated modules, 
dr rajakumara eerappa, fIrc Institute for Molecular 
oncology foundation (IfoM), Milan, Italy. 

Circadian clock protein Cryptochrome regulates  
the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines,  
dr rajesh narsimhamurthy, salk Institute of biological 
sciences, la Jolla, usa. 

applied science - from textbook to test tube,  
dr satyam subramanyam, director - drug 
development, dr. reddy’s laboratories ltd. 

bioinformatics today, dr Venkat r yeturu, associate 
director, analytics, biologics division, dr. reddy’s 
laboratories ltd, hyd. 
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Vaccines, dr dev chandran, Indian Immunologicals 
ltd, hyderabad. 

Phage enzybiotics, cb appaiah, senior scientist 
and team leader, Molecular biology department, 
gangagen biotechnologies Pvt ltd, bangalore. 

recent advances in drug delivery systems for 
biotherapeutics, dr rajiv ahuja, senior scientist 
and In charge; novel drug delivery systems (ndds), 
transgene biotek ltd.

The Quest for Zero-Effort Indoor Localization,  
dr Venkat Padmanabhan, Microsoft research India   

Efficient Image Segmentation Using Enhanced 
adaboost algorithm, dr baidya nath saha, Wake 
forest school of Medicine, usa. 

making sense out of where humans look: extracting 
scene semantics from human eye-movements  
dr harish Katti, Indian Institute of science bangalore. 

Processing in medicine and biology: Problems in 
image reconstruction and shape analysis,  
Dr Suyash Awate, Scientific Computing and Imaging 
(scI) Institute at the university of utah Image 

resilience to Clustering: analyzing the Dynamics in 
evolving networks, bivas Mitra, samsung electronics.

scalable Platforms for ‘big Data’ applications, 
yogesh simmhan, university of southern california. 

Atlanta Efficient Quantum Algorithm for Computing 
the Circumference of infrastructures, dr Pradeep 
sarvepalli, georgia Institute of technology. 

towards behavioral intelligence: machine Learning 
methods and applications in assisted Living, Vineet 
balasubramanian, arizona state university. 

aligarh muslim University, bioinspired Conjugated 
macromolecular materials and Devices, Prof faiz 
Mohammad, dept of applied chemistry, 22 november 
2012.

rattle and sort: Understanding segregation in 
granular mixtures, Prof Ishan sharma, department 
of Mechanical engineering, IIt Kanpur, shake, 17 april 
2012.

a micromechanical approach to thermomechanics 
of Pebble beds in fusion reactors, dr ratna Kumar 
annabattula, Karlsruhe Institute of technology, 
germany, 27 June 2012.

Some instability problems in stratified flows,  
dr harish dixit, department of Mathematics, 
university of british columbia, 2 July 2012.

energetic nanoparticles as fuel additives for 
enhanced Performance in Propulsion systems,  
dr s Karmakar, dept of Mechanical engineering,  
louisiana state university, 18 July 2012.

Glasgow, Modelling fluid flows in micro and 
nano devices: the challenge of non-equilibrium 
behavior, dr nishanth dongari, university of 
strathclyde, 17 august 2012.

Development of micro and nanotechnology,  
Prof rudra Pratap, chairperson, center for 
nanoscience and engineering, Indian Institute of 
science, bangalore, 31 august 2012.

the Gateway to Libration! through education? 
Prof satish V Kailas, department of Mechanical 
engineering, IIsc bangalore, 21 september 2012.

solid fuel combustion - from wood to rocket 
propellants, dr s Varunkumar, department of 
aerospace engineering, IIsc bangalore, 5 october 
2012.

birth of mechanical engineering and future,  
Prof amitabha ghosh, Insa senior scientist & 
honorary distinguished Professor, bengal engg and 
science university, shibpur, 16 october 2012.

Visualizations of Welding arcs, Prof M tanaka, Japan 
Welding research Institute, osaka university Japan,  
6 november 2012.

Visualization of phase transformation of steel weld, 
Prof h terasaki, Japan Welding research Institute, 
osaka university, Japan, 6 november 2012.

novel bonding process using nanoparticles for 
electronics packaging, Prof h nishikawa, Japan 
Welding research Institute, osaka university Japan,  
6 november 2012.

fatigue life assessment of steel based on an 
extended cyclic plasticity theory, Prof s tsutsumi, 
Japan Welding research Institute, osaka university 
Japan, 6 november 2012.

an advanced integer Programming based hybrid 
optimization search methodology for robotic 
assembly of electronic Printed-Circuit boards,  
dr anupam seth, lead technical architect at 
american express technologies’ (aet) big data labs, 
usa, 28 december 2012.

Stochastic simulations and scaling law for field 
emission-driven microscale gas breakdown,  
dr a Venkattraman, school of aeronautics & 
astronautics, Purdue university, 8 January 2013.

Lattice Strain Partitioning for Quantification 
of Deformation mechanisms in nanocrystalline 
materials, dr Viswanath r chinthapenta, dept. of 
aerospace engg, IIsc bangalore, 16 January 2013.

Design Under Uncertainty with Physics-based 
models - Laser Peening study, dr ramana grandhi, 
dept. of Mechanical engg, Wright state university,   
6 february 2013.

nonlinear light scattering spectroscopy and its 
relevance for probing the biological molecules at 
hidden soft matter and planar interfaces,  
dr Kailash, laboratory for fundamental biophotonics, 
Institute of bioengineering École Polytechnique 
fédérale de lausanne, switzerland, 8 april 2013.

resonant and non-resonant x-ray scattering studies 
on the rare earth iron borate multiferroics and 
on the iron chalcogenides, dr dinesh, deutsches 
elektronen-synchrotron (desy), notkestrasse 85, 
hamburg, germany, 8 april 2013.

Quark and Gluon angular momenta Contributions to 
nucleon spin, dr Mridupawan deka, JInr, russia,   
5 March 2013.

Light-sound interaction in micro and nano-
structures: novel physics and applications, dr ravi 
Pant, cudos arc centre of excellence, Institute of 
Photonics and optical science, school of Physics, 
university of sydney, australia, 13 february 2013.

nmr as a local probe for ferromagnetic correlation 
and quantum criticality in 3d and 4f electron 
systems, dr Panchanan Khuntia, Max Planck Institute 
for chemical Physics of solids, dresden, germany,   
6 february 2013.

Energy flow from a battery to a conducting wire, 
Prof MK harbola, department of physics, Indian 
Institute of technology, Kanpur, 10 January 2013.

Transport: from passive diffusion to active 
swimming, dr P sekhar burada, university of 
gottingen, germany, 3 January 2013.

Ultra high intense laser matter interaction and 
their applications, dr bhuvanesh ramakrishna, 
Institut für radiation Physik, helmholtz Zentrum, 
dresden rossendorf, germany and centre for Plasma 
Physics, school of Mathematics and Physics, the 
Queen’s university of belfast, uK, 5 december 2012.

free energy landscape reconstruction of native 
folding prion protein, dr amar nath gupta, 
department of Physics, university of alberta, 
edmonton, ab, canada, 30 november 2012.

nonequilibrium matter, Prof sriram ramaswamy, 
tIfr centre for Interdisciplinary sciences, 
hyderabad, 6 november 2012.

frontiers of Particle Physics, Prof brajesh c 
choudhary, delhi university, 31 october 2012.

total control on oxide nanostructures, Prof 
hidekazu tanaka, head, department of functional 
nanomaterials and nanodevices, nanoscience and 
nanotechnology center IsIr, osaka university, 11 
october 2012.

fe-based nanocrystalline soft magnetic materials, 
dr bhaskar Majumdar, advanced Magnetics group, 
dMrl hyderabad, 12 september 2012.

higgs boson, Prof s raychaudhuri, tIfr, 5 september 
2012.

magnetically driven electronic phase separation 
in rare-earth hexaborides, dr Pintu das, goethe 
university, frankfurt, 23 august 2012.

new experimental insight into the mechanisms 
of nanoplasticity, Prof W skrotzki, Institut für 
strukturphysik, technische universität dresden, 
d-01062 dresden, germany.

existence theory for solutions of highly nonlinear 
equations and degree theory, Prof Pc das, nIser 
bhubaneshwar.

Uniformly conditioned approximate bases of a 
spectral subspace, Prof balmohan V limaye, IIt 
bombay. 

introduction to hedging of financial Derivatives: 
a Discrete-time approach, dr easwar subramanian, 
scientist in tcs Innovation labs, hyderabad.

on the topology of some random complexes built 
over stationary point processes, dr d yogeshwaran, 
IIt-technion, Israel.

Promotion of cultivation and processing of 
medicinal and aromatic plants (maPs) and 
phytochemical exploration of maPs for future drug 
discovery dr sastry Kakaraparthi and dr J Kotesh 
Kumar, central Institute of Medicinal and aromatic 
Plants, 3 april 2012.

surface-enhanced raman spectroscopy: 
applications in sensor Devices, dr atanu sengupta, 
senior scientist, real time analyzers Inc. usa, 6 June 
2012.

Development of a robust algorithm for multi-
objective optimization (moo) and its application to 

...iNViTEd TALkS AT iiTh...iNViTEd TALkS AT iiTh
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industrial fCCU, dr sankara rao boddupalli, dept. 
of chemical and biomolecular engineering, Korea 
advanced Institute of science and technology, 11 July 
2012.

electrohydrodynamics in drops and capsules,  
dr rochish thaokar, associate Professor, department 
of chemical engineering, IIt bombay, 8 aug 2012.

models of liquids and model parameters, Prof P ray, 
department of chemical engineering, university of 
calcutta, 12 september 2012.

Granular flow modelling and nuclear imaging in 
tumbling mills, dr Indresan govender, department of 
Pysics, university of cape town, 3 october 2012.

Process safety, Prof JP gupta, director, rajiv gandhi 
Institute of Petroleum technology, 16 november 
2012.

Catalyst Coating in micro Channel reactors using 
Drop on Demand inkjet Printing technology,  
dr aswani Moglicherla, scientist, Institute for Micro 
Process engineering, Karlsrue Institute of technology, 
germany, 2 January 2013.

Dynamics and functionality of nanoparticles via 
the Colloidal route, dr rajdip bandopadhyaya, 
associate Professor, dept. of chemical engineering, 
IIt bombay, structure, 9 January 2013.

numerical prediction of nanoparticles formation in 
flames, dr thirumalesha chittipotula, International 
Max Planck research school, Madeburg, germany, 6 
february 2013.

multiscale modeling in heterogeneous catalysis: a 
critical review, Prof olaf deutschmann, Karlsruhe 
Institute of technology, germany, 8 february 2013.

Effect of shape & orientation of heated objects 
on free convection in power-law fluids, Prof raj 
chhabra, department of chemical engineering, IIt 
Kanpur, 20 March 2013.

bioinspired Conjugated macromolecular materials 
and Devices, Prof faiz Mohammad, dept. of applied 
chemistry, aligarh Muslim university, 22 november 
2012.

translational biomedical engineering: innovating 
at the scale of Life, dr Jonathan Pillai, stanford 
biodesign fellow. 

Cytoplasmic acto-myosin network determine 
nuclear shape, dr anoop V cherian, Max Planck 
Institute of biochemistry, germany. 

a synergy-based brain-machine interface 
for dexterous control of prosthetic hands,  
dr ramana Vinjamuri, assistant Professor,  
John hopkins university. 

molecular imaging: future trends, dr sikandar 
shaikh, consultant radiologist, yashoda hospitals, 
hyderabad.

Detection of disorders in the spinal cord from 
mr images, and segmentation of the liver from 
Ct images, dr suryaprakash  Kompalli, research 
scientist hP labs bangalore, India.

raman spectroscopy studies and its applications in 
early diagnosis of Cancer, Dr murali Krishna, cancer 
research Institute, advanced center for treatment, 
research and education in cancer (actrec), tata 
Memorial center (tMc) Mumbai, India.

anharmonic acoustic technique for detection of 
surface-bound particles, dr sourav ghosh, Post 
doctoral fellow, cambridge university uK. 

insight into Dna intercalation using combined 
optical tweezers and line scanning fluorescence 
microscopy, dr chandrasekhar Murade, Post doctoral 
fellow, university of twente, netherlands.

dr thenmalarchelvi rathinavelan, young Innovative 
biotechnologist award-2012, dbt – government of 
India.

dr Kirti sahu, national academy of sciences India 
(nasI) - young scientist Platinum Jubilee award 
(2012).

dr Kirti sahu, Indian academy of sciences (Ias) - 
young associate (2012-2015).

dr sireesh sirade, elected as editorial board Member 
for Institution of civil engineers (uK) Proceedings of 
Ice Journal ground Improvement (2012-2015).

dr suriya Prakash, ramanujan fellowship, 
department of science and technology.

dr shashidhar t, received fellowship under the 
research excellence program usc-India (PeIn) to visit 
university of santiago de compostela, spain.

dr saptarshi Majumbar Inducted as ‘Project review 

committee’ member for ‘alternate fuel’ track of 
dst-tsdP, govt. of India.

nVIdIa best Paper award in IccMs 2012 for the paper 
titled ‘Vof based two-Phase flow solver on gPu 
architecture’.

dr tK Panda, selected as Visiting researcher in Japan 
(May 2012-July 2012).

dr suhash ranjan dey, dae young scientist research 
award 2012 from brns, dae for the research project 
‘feasibility studies on joining austenitic stainless 
steel with other application-based alloys using 
friction stir welding process’.

dr suhash ranjan dey was invited as alexander von 
humboldt guest scientist at Materials science and 
engineering, ruhr-university bochum, germany,  
May-July 2012 for 2½ months.

V Kanchana: elected as associate fellow of andhra 
Pradesh academy of sciences (afaPasc) in 2012.

excellent placement recorD

awarDs anD recoGnitions

IIt hyderabad has just completed its placement 
season for the 2013 graduating batch, which started 
in december 2012. a total of 176 students have 
registered for the placements, including b.tech, 
M.tech and M.sc students from 8 departments. More 
than 52 companies participated in the process making 
a total of 118 offers.

noted companies like broadcom, strand life 
science, Morgan stanley, Paypal Qualcomm, deloitte, 
Xilinx, google, Mercedes benz and Microsoft 
have contributed to the majority of offers. Works 

Applications, an ERP software firm based in Tokyo, 
made the highest offer of rs 35 lakhs per annum for 
a computer science student. the average package 
worked out to be rs 9 lakhs per annum.

Many students, inclined for higher education, 
have bagged admissions in some of the prestigious 
universities like stanford, university of tokyo, Purdue 
university, london school of economics, university of 
Michigan, columbia university, ePfl, IIM Kolkata, IIM 
lucknow, IIt Madras and IIt bombay. 
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research laBs at the institUte
Infrastructure development for research and teaching had always been of prime focus at IIth.
all departments have been developing laboratories for teaching and research. some of the newly
commissioned equipments in the fiscal year of 12-13 are shown below.

department of biomedical engineering department of biotechnology

Biomedical Optical imaging laboratory

Experimental set up: Digital holographic imaging

Digital holographic microscopy for live cell imaging

Microplare Readers

Microplare Readers
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RESEARCh LAbS AT ThE iNSTiTUTE

department of chemical engineering

Small Angle X-Ray Scattering

Flow Cytometer Batch Reactor

Refrigerator Centrifuge

PECVD Ball Mill
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RESEARCh LAbS AT ThE iNSTiTUTE

department of chemistry department of civil engineering

Teaching-cum-research Labs

25KN UTM - Wire Testing Machine

Automated Geosynthetic-Soil Interface Shear Test Apparatus 

Geosynthetic Tensile Machine
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RESEARCh LAbS AT ThE iNSTiTUTE

department of civil engineering

Structural Engineering Lab

department of electrical engineering

3D lightfield display (Holovizio 721RC) installed at the Immersive Multimedia Lab

Multilevel inverter for Induction motor applications 
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department of electrical engineering

RESEARCh LAbS AT ThE iNSTiTUTE

department of Material science & engineering

NI-PXIe-1062Q

NI-PXIe-1062Q with Interface Module SEM-Carl-Zeiss

Pulsed laser deposition set up
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RESEARCh LAbS AT ThE iNSTiTUTE

department of Mechanical engineering department of Physics

Robotic Welding Machine Twin-Wire

Polishing Machine

Electro-Polisher

Optical Microscope

Mask Aligner

RF & DC Magnetron Sputtering
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